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Abstract

Thermohaline circulation in the Pacific Ocean has been investigated by carrying out process-oriented studies using numerical models. Problems in the
upper layer, mid-depths, and deep layer in the Pacific are taken up, i.e., the
way thermohaline circulation appears in the upper layer, effects of wind forcing on thermohaline circulation at mid-depths, and the role of depth-dependent
vertical diffusivity in controlling the deep Pacific circulation.
First, thermohaline effects on the upper layer circulation of the North Pacific
is investigated. The Pacific circulation north of 30 0 S is driven by wind forcing,
thermohaline forcing at the sea surface, and Newtonian body forcing at the
southern end of the model domain. The three driving agents for the circulation are incorporated step by step into the model to evaluate the role of each
agent. The thermohaline forcing at the sea surface enhances the subsurface
southward flow, which is the upper part of the layered deep Pacific meridional
circulation. This flow suffers distortion but does not disappear, even when the
wind forcing is imposed. It follows the eastern and the southern perimeter of
the subtropical gyre, becoming the southward western boundary undercurrent
at low latitudes. The cross-gyre southward western boundary undercurrent to
the tropics, which is indicated in the observed distribution of tracers, is associated with the thermohaline circulation. Thus it is found that at the upper
thermocline depths in the subtropical and tropical regions the flows in the poleward and westward region are wind driven, and those in the equatorward and
eastward region are thermohaline. The inflow into the tropical South Pacific
and South Atlantic of the Antarctic Intermediate Water may be accounted for
by this mechanism.
Secondly, effects of wind forcing on thermohaline circulation at mid-depths
are investigated. A rectangular ocean which extends over the northern and

southern hemispheres is driven by differential heating and wind stress at the sea
surface. The differential heating is so distributed that the deep water is formed
at the southern end of the model ocean. The wind stress is so distributed that
there are three wind-driven gyres in the northern hemisphere, and it is not
imposed in the southern hemisphere. Comparison is made between the cases
with and without the wind stress. When the wind forcing is imposed, the basinscale meridional circulation increases in intensity. This is due to the enhanced
surface heating in the cyclonic wind-driven gyre with the Ekman upwelling
and the accompanying enhanced surface cooling in the deep water formation
region. In the cyclonic wind-driven gyre, the Ekman upwelling brings up the
thermocline to the subsurface depths to enhance the surface heating and also
the downward heat conduction from the sea surface to the deep layer, which
leads to warming of the deep water. Thus, the enhanced surface heating in the
cyclonic gyre is balanced with the enhanced surface cooling in the deep water
formation region due to the warmed deep water. In this way, the wind forcing
enhances thermohaline circulation, wind-enhanced thermohaline circulation,
which connects the deep water formation region to the cyclonic wind-driven
gyre with the Ekman upwelling.
Finally, deep Pacific circulation is investigated by using an idealized two-basin
model. Depth-dependent vertical diffusivity is employed to control the circulation. Vertical diffusivity estimated from observations, 0.1 cm 2 S-I and 3.0 cm 2 S-I,
is adopted for the upper layer and for the deep layer, respectively. Comparison
is made among cases with different profiles of vertical diffusivity at mid-depths.
When vertical diffusivity is set to increase progressively with depth beginning
at the lower thermocline depths, the deep circulation is significantly intensified.
This is due to enhanced heat exchange between the thermocline water and the
deep water through the enhanced diffusion at the lower thermocline depths.
The water below the thermocline is warmed and the water above the thermocline is cooled for the whole basin. The warmed deep water leads to enhanced
deep water formation in the deep water formation region due to excess heat
loss through the sea surface. The cooled upper-layer water leads to excess heat
gain through the sea surface, balancing with the excess heat loss in the deep
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Chapter 1
General Introduction

1,1, Thermohaline circulation

1.1

Thermohaline circulation

Thennohaline circulation in the ocean is dri"en by the distribution of the heat and
fresh,,'ater Hux through the sea snrface, It is con 'idered to take the form that high density
,nIter formed

b~'

cOIl\'('(,tion in the verI' narro,,' region llI)\\'dls in the rest of the ocean to

balance with dO\nmard heat conduction from the sea surface (e,g.. Suginohara and Aoki,
1991),
The global thermohalill(' circulation at the present state of dimate shows that a large
amount of deep and bottom waters formed in the northern :--Iorth Atlantic and in the
marginal

sea~

of the Southern Ocean such as the \Yeddell Sea upwell in the Indian and the

Pacific Oce,Ul (Broecker et al.. 1985: Gordon, 1986), It takes about 1500 years for :--Iorth
Atlantic Deep \Yater (:--IADW) to dose the Ilwld,,'ide circuit dnring which it is gradually
modified toward low density water by slow mixing processes, There also ('xist thermohaline
circulations at the shaJlower depths dosed within each oceanic ba 'in, which are considered
to hal'(' a time scale of several ten to hundred vears, By making a great contribution to
meridional heat transport, thermohaline circulation plays an important role in determining
the state of the dimate, Gnderstanding thermohaline circulation is

,Ul

essential part in the

study of the climate system,

1.2

Thermohaline circulation in the Pacific

Tn the' northern :--Iorth Pacific, since there occurs no extensiw dense ,,'ater formation
that leads to strong thermohaline circulation, it is bdiel'('d that thermohaline circulation
is Il'eak in the upper

la~'er

of the :--Iorth Pacific, The deep 'Uld the bottom

la~-rr

of the

Pacific are filled Il'ith Circumpolar Deep \\'ater (CO\\'), which is a mixtnre of :--IAO\\'
formed in the northern ~orth Atlantic and Antarctic Bottom \\'ater (AAB\\') formed in
the marginal se'L~ of the Southern Ocean, CO\Y HOII'S into the bottom layer of the Pacifie
from the Southern Oce<Ul, slowly upwells, 'Uld fjnall~' returns to til(' Southern Ocean at
mid-depths (\Yunsch (,t a!., 1983), Aceording to the radio carbon distribution, the oldest
water mass in the world ocean resides in the northern :--Iorth Pacific around the depth of
2000 m, Il'hich confirms that no deep water source exists within the :--Iorth Pacific and
the deep water comes from the other oceans, The generaJ understanding on the state of

1.3. Objet/in-s and contellts of this t1Jesis
thermohaline circulation in the Pacific that is deduced mainly from obsernltiomll e\'idence
is presented b\" Schmitz (1993) 'Uld Reid (1997).
It cannot be said that much attention has been paid to the thermohaline circulation in

the Pacific for modelling the global thermohaline circulation.

E\"er~"

ocean general circula-

tion model (OGe\l) produces roughly same results for the Pacific (e.g., Toggweiler ct a!.

1989: :-'Iaier-!leimer et a!., 1993: Hasumi and Suginohara. 1998). Although

the~"

reproduce

the general features of the Pacific circulation, discussion on details of the Pacific thermohaline circulation is nU'ely found except for Toggwei!er and Samuels (1993) and "Iakata and
Suginohara (1998). This may be due to the fact that the northern "Iorth Pacific is not the
source region of deep water but is the terminal of the Ot"t'illlic conYl'yer belt. HO\\'ewr, sinc('
tlwrmolHlline circulation cunsists of buth furmation and subsequent mudification uf deep
\\ater, it is important to investigate the modification process uf deep \vater as well as the
furmation process tu fully understand thermuhaline circulation. Besides, thanks to the n'cent ubservation conducted by the internatiunal projects such aJ; World Ocean Circulation
Expt-riment (\\"OCE), details of the circulation in the Pacific arc becoming dear. As presented belu\\', there are sume feature: that arc not fuund in the existing simulatiuns. Their
medHUlisms shuuld be dill·ified. Hencefurth, more detailed knO\dedge about the Pacific
circulation obtained by observations \\"ill check results of simulations more strictl.\".

1.3

Objectives and contents of this thesis

Process-oriented study using a numerical model is a \"ery effective \\"ay to
mlism gO\'erning some oceanic process. This

t~"pe

darif~"

mech-

of study takes ad\"antage of a numer-

ical model that nUl easil\" \'ield a circulation field for a situation \\"here some boundary
cundition or internal pm-mlleter is dHUlged. By contrasting diffc-rence among cases \\"ith
different bound,u'y conditions or parameters. \\"e can dm'i~\" principal factors that gO\wn
that process. Particul,u'!y, this type of stud~" is extrel11ely useful in clarifYing mechanism
of thermohaline circulation because mathematical treatment of thermohaline circulation is
difficult O\ving to its nonlinearity.
In the present thc'sis, the thermohaline circulation in the Pacific Ocean is il1\Tstigated b\"
carrying out process-oriented studies using numerical Illodels. Problems of thermohaline
circulation in the upper layer, mid-depths, 'Uld deep layer arc taken up. In chapter 2, the

1.3. Objectives ,wei contents of tllis tllesis
lI"a.'· thermohaline circulation appears in the upper layer of the \forth Pacific is investigated.
And it is demonstrated that thl' ml'ridional circulation at mid-dl'pths is intl'nsifil'd \\'hen
\\'ind forcing is imposl'd. Its meduwisll1 is thoroughh' invl'stigated in chaptl'r 3. A. mechanism \\'hidl provides a connl'ction bet\Yl'('J1 \vind forcing and thl'rmohalinl' circulation is
clarified. In chaptN 4, thl' Pacific dl'l'p and bottoll1 circulation is in\'l'stigatl'd. It is dl'monstratl'd that dl'pth-dl'pl'ndl'nt \wtical diffusi\'ity plays an import,ult rolr in controlling the
circulation. Finally, gl'nl'ral conclusion is prl'sl'ntl'd in chaptl'r 3.
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Chapter 2
Thermohaline effects on upper layer
circulation of the North Pacific

This chapter is from the published paper by Tsujino anc! Suginoluua (1. Geophys. Res.,
103, 18,665-18,679, 1998).

Abstract
We investigate thermohaline effects on the upper layer circulation of the
North Pacific by carrying out numerical experiments. The Pacific circulation
north of 30 0 S is driven by wind forcing, thermohaline forcing at the sea surface,
and Newtonian body forcing at the southern end of the model domain. The
three driving agents for the circulation are incorporated step by step into the
model to evaluate the role of each agent. The thermohaline forcing at the sea
surface enhances the subsurface southward flow, which is the upper part of
the layered deep Pacific meridional circulation. This flow suffers distortion but
does not disappear, even when wind forcing is imposed. It follows the eastern
and the southern perimeter of the subtropical gyre, becoming the southward
western boundary undercurrent at low latitudes.

The cross-gyre southward

western boundary undercurrent to the tropics, which is indicated in the observed distribution of tracers, is associated with the thermohaline circulation.
Thus it is found that at the upper thermocline depths in the subtropical and
tropical regions the flows in the poleward and westward region are wind driven,
and those in the equatorward and eastward region are thermohaline. The inflow into the tropical South Pacific and Atlantic of the Antarctic Intermediate
Water may be accounted for by this mechanism.

2.1. Introduction

2.1

Introduction

Distributions of traters SUdl as salinity. oxygen. and nutrients are used as the indicator of
Hows in the otean. In the upper layer of the \"orth Pacifit there are notitl'able t\yO vertital
salinity minima: the Shallo,,'

S,tlinit~·

\Iinima (SS\!) and the :"orth Pacifit Intermediate

\\"ater (:lPI\\"). SS\! are the yertital minima of salinity obsel"\'ed in the lIpper
23.1

~

la~"('l" ((To

=

26.2) along the eastern and the southern perimeter of the subtropital gyre (Reid.

1973: Yu<Ul and Talley. 1992). Formation regions of SS\! are considered to be at the high
latitudes (,t, high as about 50°:1) in the eastern :lorth Pacifit (see Figure 1 of Reid, 19(3)
and in the northeastern pm"! of the subtropital gyre (Tsuthiya. 1982: Yuan and T,tlley.
1992). A lo\\-s,tlinity "'ater at the sea surfate at the high latitudes submerges and Ho"'s
toward the midlatitud(' region, \\"h('l"e a more saline but kss dense water overlies. and then
the minimum is formed. Talley (1985) studied the formation and the distribution of SS\I
by using a H'ntilated thl'rmodinl' model (Luyten et a!., 1983) and pointed out that they
are due to the ,,·ind-driv('l1. ventilated tirtulation in the subtropital gyre. But her \york
does not explain that part of SS\[ originate from the north of the subtropital

~Te

(Reid.

1973). SS\! disappe,u' before they join the western boundary turrent, possibly betause
they are H'rtitally mixed "'ith the saline surfate water abo\'e.
:\PI\\" is the wrtita] salinity minimum obsel"\'ed in the subtropital

~Te

of the \"orth

Patifit at density around (To = 26.8 (Talky. 1993). :\. low-salinity ,,'ater on those density
surfates is considered to be formed in the northwestern part of the subpolm' gyre or in
the Okhotsk Sea (Talk~'. 1993: Yasuda

l't

a!.. 1996: Yasuda. 1997). The minimum itself is

formed in the \!ixed \\"ater Region east of Japan, \\"here this lo,,'-salinit~, water is brought
belmy the saline but less dense water of tIl(' subtropital origin and modified b~' effee!s of
mesost,tle eddies (T,tlky et a!.. 1995: Yasuda, 1997), Talley (19
\'ortitit~, distribution,

pointed out that :lPI\\" around (To

), b.v mapping potelltial

= 26,8 is distributed by the ,,·ind·

driH'n cirndation in the subtropital gyre. But its southern limit is !otated at 20°:1. as
t,ill be seen in Talley's (1993) map of s,tlinity distribution on (To

= 26.8,

whith is not the

southern end of the subtropital gyre. South of 20°:1. :lPI\\' is ton fined to the "Tstl'rn
boundmy region. It seems t.hat :lPIW is transported to the tropits by t.he southward
western boundary undl'rturrl'nt l',t,t of the Philippines. A similar How pattern is inditated
by Suga and Talky (1995) for the inHow of the AntmT!it Intermediate \\"ater (AAIW) into

2.1. Introductiun
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the tropics in the South Atlantic.
The distributions of the salinity minima raise two problems about the upper layer circulation of the 'iorth Pacific:
I. Ho'" are part of SS:--1 formed at the high latitudes north of the subtropical g,\Te (llrid,

1973), and ho'" ,U'e they transported to the subtropical gyre? Is there a south,"ard
tross-gyre flow at the eastern subpolar-subtropical gyre

boundar~"!

II. \\'hat kind of l11edl<U1ism brings 'iPI\\' to the tropics? Is there really SUdl a 'n'stern
boundmy undercurrent east of the Philippines in the southern part of the subtropical
gyre?
The upper layer circulation of the middle- and high-latitude 'iorth Pacific is, in general,
helie"ed to be dominated by wind-driven circulation. :--lany efforts have been made to
explain the circulation of the Pacific within the context of the wind-driven circulation
theory.

As to problem I, the

low-salinit~,

,,'ater trossing the gyre boundary from the

subpolar to the subtropical gyre C<UlIlOt be explained b.v the ventilated thermodine
Although there is a solution "'ith a

trOSS-~Te

flow in the ,,,ind-driven circulation

theor~·.

theor~' of

Chen and Dew,U' (1993). their solution at the western boundary is rather unrealistic. As
to problem 2. 'l!cCre,U'y and Lu (199,1) sho,,'ed in a

2.5-la~"('r

model that there is a Im,,-

latitude southward '''estern boundary current in the second layer. But the second

la~'er.

the subducted la~-rr, corresponds to depths shallower than 'iPI\\'. Their modd cannot be
applied to the distribution of'iPI\\'.
As can be understood in the abm'e discussions, the t,,'o problems about the

cross-~Te

flo,,' do not seem to 1)(' resolved by the "'ind-dri,,en circulation theor~' alone, Of course the
Ekman transport and its compensation f1m" cross the ~Te boundary. But their effects do
not seem dominant. At the boundary bet"'een the subtropical and the subpolar gyre the
Ekman transport is soutlHHlrd, and its compensation flo'" is north,,'ard, Thus this pattern
does not explain the south"'<ud flow of Reid's salinity minimum at that boundm~'. On
the other hand, at the boundary between the subtropical and the tropical gyre the Ekman
transport is northw<ll'd, and its compensation flow is southward, a pattern that does not
seel]] to conflict with the southward spreading of 'iPIW. But jf 'iPIW is carried into the
tropics by the southward compensation flow, we cannot explain the obserYl'd fact that

2.1, Introduction
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the spreading of \,PI\\' from the subtropical gyre to the tropics is confined to the lI'estern
boundmy region (Talley, 1993), Therefore thermohaline effects arc considered important in
establishing the cross-gyre flOll'S, Reid and Arthur (1975) sholl'ed that the subtropical gyre
shifts to\Y<u'd the higher latitudes lI'ith in(Teasing depth, Also, the wind-dri\'en circulation
theor~' shOll'S

that the subtropical g,Yl'e shrinks towmd the northll'est with increasing depth,

Thus it tan be considered that thermohaline effects may appe,u at the subsurface depths
along the e<L';tern and the southern perimeter of the subtropical gyre, Since the depths
to lI'hidl efl'ects of the wind forcing reach me considered to become shallO'yer to'\'<lrd the
south in the subtropical gyre, \,PI\\, in the southern part of the subtropical g,yre may fcc!
the effee!s of thermohaline forcing, Thus it may not be strange that \,PI\\' takes a flo II'
path in the eastern and the southern part of the subtropical gyre that is not accounted for
only by t he effects of wind forcing,
For thermohaline circulation in the Pacific there may be two driving agents: the thermohaline forcing that the Southern Ocean exerts on the Pacific and the thnmohaline forcing
at the sea surface dm' to the distribution of heat ,uId fresl1\\'<1Ier fluxes through the sea
surface, A,s to the former, the meridional circulation of the deep Pacific has the layered
strue!ure, i,e" the northward flow of the LO'\'('r Circumpolar \\'ater ne,ll' the bottom and
the soutlmard return floll' at mid-depths (Obata ct al .. 1996), As to the latter, hO\Yewr,
little attention is paid because the winter sea surface density in the high-latitude \'orth
Pacific is not Imger than 27,00'9, small enough to indicate that, unlike the, orth Atlantic,
no extensi\'e dense water formation that leads to a strong thermohaline circulation occurs
in the '\orth Pacific. Howe\w, the obserYed distributions of the salinit,\' minima in the
'\orth Pacific yield dl<u'acteristics that c<umot be explained by the lI'ind-driwn circulation theory alone, <UId the salinity minima themsc!ws arc formed by sea surface processes,
which indeed inelude thermohaline convection, These facts may lead to the import<Ulce of
thermohaline forcing at the sea surface as a driving agent for the upper layer circulation of
the \'orth Pacific.
In this chapter, bv using a numerical modc! for the Pacific north of 30 0 S, lI'e ill\'estigate
the effects of sea s1ll'face thennohaJine forcing on the upper la~'er circulation of the \'orth
Pacific, To accomplish this investigation, the three dri\'ing agents for the \'orth Pacific
circulation, i,e" the thermohaline forcing exerted by the Southern Ocean, the sea surface
thermohaline forcing, <UId the wind forcing, are incorporated step by step, First. a circu-

12

2.2. .\Judd

lation induced b,v the thermohaline forcing exerted by the Southern Ocean is cakulated
(case 1). :\ deep circulation pattern of the '<orth Pacific is formed by neating a buffer
region at the southern end of the model domain, ",here temperature ,md salinity are restored to the observed mines from the sea surface to the bottom, i.e., '<e\\·tonian bodY
forcing. '<ext the sea surface thermohaline forcing is imposed on case 1 (case 2) by restoring sea surface temperature and salinity to the realistic sea surface reference temperature
and salinit\·. A circulation forced only by the thermohaline process is established.

Finall~·.

\\'ind forcing is imposed on case 1 (case 3) and also on case 2 (case 4). Case 4 corresponds
to simulation of the '<orth Pacific circulation. Bv comparing the t<tses the roles of each of
the three driving agmts arc understood. Thus the problems posed abo\'e ,Yill be resoh·ed.
This chapter is

organi~,ed

,tS follows. Section 2.2 desnibes the model. Results of the

cakulations arc pres('nted in se('(ion 2.3. Section 2.4 discusses some problems that arise
from the formulation adopted in the model. Section 2.5 presents concluding remarks.

2.2

Model

\\'e nse the Center for Climate Sy.-tem Research ocean general circulation model (CCSROGC:'!). The CCSR-OGC:'! is a multilewl model that soh'es primitive equations under
the In-drostatic. the Boussinesq. ,md the rigid lid approximation. The finite differencing
method is the same as that of Suginohara and .-\oki (1991).

Unstable stratification is

rel11O\'('(1 by conwctiw adjustment: when the potelltial density of a certain grid point is
larger than that just belo\\', potential temperature and salinity are homogeni7,ed dO\\'ll\\'<trd
from that grid point until unstable stratificatioll is completelY remowd. The model domain
and the bottom topography arc shO\\'Il in Figure 2.1. Since the region \\'e arc interested in
is north of the equator, the southern boundal'~' of the model domain is taken to be 30 0 S,
and the zonal band adjacent to the southern boundar~' is mnsidered the buffer zone. where
til(' Southern Ocean exerts thermohaline forcing on the Pacific. Thi.- thermohaline forcing
is made by '<e\\·tonian bod,v forring: potential temperature and salin it.\', and hence density,
from the sea surface to the bottom in the zonal balld bet'yeen 20 0 S and 30 0 S m'e restored
to the observed values of Levitus' (1982) winter data at 21°S, where the S\'l'rdrup stream
funl'tion is approximately 7,ero, The damping time is 60 days.
Cases 1 through 4 me listed in Table 2.1. For t;tses 1 and 3 the sea surface reference

2.3.
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Results

temperature and salinity ,u'e set to be constant. The const'tnt values adopted are those
that \'irld the 10llTst reference density at the sea surface in the

bod~'

furring region. i.e..

the lowest sea surface density at 21°5 of Levitus' (1982) data.
In cases 2 and 4 the reference temperature and salinity for the sea surface thermohaline
forring are taken from Levitus' (1982) winter data. Temperature and salinity at the sea
surface are restored to the reference \'alues lI'ith a damping time of 60

da~'s.

In the Okhotsk

Sea the 'l\"eraged ",tlues lI'ithin the Okhotsk Sea at 100 m depth (-0.33°C, 33.16 psu. and
26.64lTlI) m'e used to reproduce the diret"t wntilation beneath sea icc (Tallev. 1993). 1.11

cases 3 and 4

\\"C'

impose Hellerman and Tlosenstein's (1983) wind stresses averaged over

February. :\Iarch. mld April north of the equator. The lI'ind stress in the body forcing
region (from 20 0 S to 30 0 S) is uniform, \"here the wn,tlly averaged "alue at 20 0 S is adopted.
Bt"tll"('('n the equator and 20 0 S the wind stress is obtained by linearly interpolating the
realistic values at the equator and 20 0 S on each longitude.
The horiwntal resolution is 2° x 2°, and there are 40 levels in the \'ertkal with high
resolution ne,u' the sea surface (30 m) and decreased resolution tOIl'ard the bottom (200 m).
Because the horiwntal resolution is cmu'se, must of the fine structures of the
such

'"S

topograph~'

the Kuril Islands <He omitted ,md smoothed. At the southern end of the model

oce,Ul the Tonga Trench is broadened. so that the Lower Circumpolar \\'ater cml flow into
the :\orth Pacific Basin.
\\'e use the folloll'ing "'llues for the modc! parmucters:
1.0 cm 2 S-I,

],'11

= 1.0 X

10' cm 2

S-I,

and

]\'v

.-III

= 0.3 cm 2 S-I,

horiwntal ,md the \wtical "iscosity coefficient and

],'/1

=

.0

X

lI'bere

108 cm 2 S-I, ,-1.\' =
.-III

,md .-1\, m'e the

and ],'\, <He the horiwntal and

the \wtical diffusion coeffirient. The model equations arc intcgratcd for about 3000 ycm's
to obtain a

therm,tll~'

(Br~'an.

198-1).
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Results
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'md dynmllically

stcad~'

statc using Bry,m's accc!cratiou mcthod

Description of General Features

Thc vertic,tlly intcgratcd mass strcam function for casc 4 and the Sverdrup strcam function caleulatcd from thc imposcd wind strcss arc shown in Figures 2.2a ,md 2,2b, rcspcctively. Hereafter \"e discuss mainly the rcsults north of the equator. The flow pattcrns for
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Table 2.1: List of Experiments
C'<Lse

\,"ind Forcing
off
off
on
on

Surface Reference Temperature and Salinity
uniform
Le\'it us (1982)
uniform
Le\'itns (1982)

case 3 (not shmYl1 here) arc almost the same as those for case -I. In case -I (Figure 2.2a)
there are three wind-driven gyres north of the equator, reflecting the imposed wind stress
pattern (Figure 2.2b). We call them from south to north the tropical gyre, the subtropical
g.vre, 'Uld the subpol<U' gyre. The bound<U'y between the tropical and the subtropical gYre
is approximately at 14°:\1 in the western boundary region, which is

slightl~'

north of that

of the Sverdrup stream function. The boundary between the subtropical and the subpolar
gYre is about at -15°:\1 in the eastern region, which is ne,ul.v the same as that of the S\'erdrup stream function. Though the general feature of the horiwntal mass transport stream
function north of the equator for case -I is similar to that of the Sverdrup stream function,
there are some differences. The circulation of the subpolar gYre is sep,u·ated into t\\·o g'Tes.
The sep<U'ation into t\\"O gvres of the subpolar gne may be due to the curwd coastline of
the Alaskan peninsula-Aleutian Isl<U1d chain, \\'hich causes the detachment of the AhLSk<U1
StH',m1 from the northern coast (Thomson, 19(2). The circulation of the tropical gYre is
reduced in magnitude. This difference

ma~'

be associated with the joint efl'en of Inuodin-

icity and bottom relief. I":nm\'ing that the deep thermohaline circulation is strong in the
tropics, \\'e speculate that the effect of the thermohaline circulation nem the bottom \\'ill
be important.
:'Ileridional overturn, wnalh' integrated stream function, for cases 1 through -I is shmm
in Figure 2,3. In case 1, as in the \\'ork of Obata et al. (1996), the lavered structure of the
deep Pacific meridional circulation forms. There arc t\\"O meridional circulation cells: (1)
the uorthward f10\\' of the Lo\\'er Circumpol<U' \\'ater ne,u' the bottom and the southward
return flow above it <Uld (2) the northward flow at mid-depths and the southward f1m\ near
the sea surface. In case 2 the sea surface thermohalim' forcing causes a shallow t'irculation
cell with sinking in til(' north ,md upwelling in the south. Below this shallo\\' cell the
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la~'ered

strueture in the deep Pacific meridional circulation seen in

nL~e

the imposed wind stress distorts the upper 1000 m circulation seen in

1 exists. In case 3

nL~e 1.

The Ekman

cells arc dominant at the shallow depths, and the upper meridional cirnllation cell seen
in case 1 is greatly intensified as a result of thermohaline circulation enhanced b~" wind
forting (chapter 3: Tsujino and Suginohara, 1998). Details of this circulation ,yill be sholl"ll
later. In case 4, when wind stress is imposed on case 2, the shallow circulation cell in case 2
seems to disappe,u. This event happens mainly because the intensified upper circulation
cell found in case 3 rotates counterclockwise, tending to cancd out the clockwise circulation

cdl seen in case 2. A circle centered at about 30°\1 and 300 m is found in

e<L~es

3 and 4

in Figure 2.3. This is due to the strong upwelling at the western boundary as discussed
bdow.
For a coarse resolution model like the present one it is inevitable to use a large horizontal
diffusiYity for stabll' nun1('rie<tl integration. Because the magnitude of vertical velocitv
on the inshore side of the lI'estern boundary
(\Yarren, 1976:

:\'l<L~uda

at the lI'estern

boundm~"

and

la~'er

is controlled by horizontal diffusil'ity

ehara, 1992), n'ry strong upwelling/doll'nIlTlling takes place

in the com'se resolution model. In particular, the strong upwelling

at the western boundary leads to broad off: hore mid-depth dOlnl\\"elling, often referred to
as the 'Yeronis effect" (\"eronis. 1975). In the present model the upwelling belll"een 30°:\
and 40°\1 for the shalloll" circulation cell iu case 2 mld strong upwelling at mid-depths in
the northern half of the subtropical gyre for cases 3 'Uld4 m'e due to this effect (Figure 2.3).
Such an upwelling or a dOIl"I1\I"elling at the lI'estern boundm'y, lI"hich dominates Ol"er that
in the interior, occurs only at these latitudes.
Zonall~'

muaged potential densit~· field for cases 1 through 4 is sholl"n in Figure 2.4. In

case 1 the stratification is almost uniform throughout the ocean as a result of the constant
reference density at the sea surface. In case 2 the imposed distribution of the sea surface
rekrence density causes the weaker upper la\u stratification at the higher latitudes. :\orth
of 45°\1 tIll' I'ertical density gradient is weak at the upper 400 m depths, indicating that
tIll' cOI1\"CttiYe adjustment reaches this depth there. In case 3 the meridionall.v uniform
stratification in C,L~e 1 is distorted by the imposed ,yind stress: densit.v surfaces are pushed
down in the subtropical gyre (from 12°\1 to 45°\1) and me sucked up in the subpolm' g.vn'
(north of 45°\1). In case 4 the effects of the imposed wind stress appe,u similarly to those in
case 3. In the subpolar gyre region the stratification at the upper 400 m depths is stronger
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than that in ease 2. indieating that the intense eOI1\'edi\'e adjustment at the high latitudrs
seen in ease 2 dors not oeeur in

ea~e -l

and Ekman up'\'ellillg dominates (sre also Figurps

2.15 and 2.16). The distortion of isop.\'enals indicates that thp drpths to which the cffpct of
thr \\'ind strpss penetratps bpcome deeprr with

increa~ing

latitude. This finding supports

the' assprtioll of Reid ,md Arthur (1975).
To spe drtails of the thrrmohaline circulation rnhanced by \\'ind forcing, thp zonall\' intpgratrd mass transport strram function and the zonally averaged density for the diffrrence
betM'pn casps 2 and -I (easp 4 minus easp 2) arp shown in Figurp 2.5. Thp largp-scak,
\'rry strong countercloekwisr meridional cireulation is formed at thr thermocline dppths.

\Tote that the small cdl erntered at 30 \T 'md 300m is due to thp \'eronis cffpet. Thp dpn0

sity bpeomps highrr (thp tpmperaturp bpcomps lowpr) in thr upppr layer of the subpolar
gyrp and in the surfaep laypr of thp pquatorial region and bpeomps lowpr (thp t('mpemture
breomps higher) in thp upper layer npm' the southern boundary. TIl(' lowrr spa surfacp
tpmppraturp in thr subpol,u gyrp lrads to a hpat gain through thp spa surface. and that in
thp pquatorial region enhances the heat gain. These gains of hpat through the sea surfac('
in the subpolm' gyre mld thr rquatorial region mp compensatrd by the loss of heat dup
to thp higher trmperature in the buffer region near thp southern bound,uy. This causes

a tl1('rmohaline circulation, a \\'ind-enhanerd thermohaline circulation (chapter 3: Tsujino
and Suginoh,ua. 1998). \\'hich connects the buffer rrgion to the rquatorial rpgion and also
to thr subpolm' gyre.
,,"ow Ipt us look at horizontal flo\\' firlds. Figures 2.6 through 2.8 sholl' pressure fields in
eases 1 through -I at depths of 75 m, 355 m. and 585 m. For casrs 3 and -I, lines of zero
SI'erdrup stremll function arr superimposed.
,-\t 75m drpth (Figure 2.6) the flOlY in thr interior for case 1 is soutl1\\"estlvard. \\'hich corrpspOllds to the upppr southward transport in Figure 2.3. This flow brcomrs the southw,ml
Il"l'stern

boundaI'~'

eUITPnt at the low latitudes after hitting the western

boundar~'.

The flo\\'

in thp interior in t<L~r 2 is nearly zonal. Because densit~, at a drpth of 75 m is strongly affeeted by the spa surfacp thrrmohalinr forting and the strramlinps m'(' approximatel~' along

the dpnsity contours, the flow is nparly mna! at this dppth. The strong nortl1l\'md \\'rstern
houndary eurrent is found south of -I00\T, ,md it corresponds to thr upprr nort!1\nud tHmsport in Figure 2.3. Effpcts of thr imposrd wind stn'ss arc vrry strong at this shallow level,
and thr flows in cast's 3 and 4 arc simihu·. Thr threr \\'ind-dri\'Cn gyres form in both eases.

IT
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The bifurcation latitude of the :'/orth Equatorial Current at the western boundary is one
inferred from the Swrdrup stream function (12°:\). A remarkable difference b('(\\'een cases
3 and

~

is found in the region south of 30°:,/. The flow in the interior in case" is east\\'ard

('Yen south of 25°:\ and then becomes west\\"ard south of 15°:,/, while iu

nL~e

3 the flo\\'

follo\\'s approximately the \\'iud-driven circulation pattern, The \\'est\\'ard flo\\' in ease
can be attributed to thermohaline e/fects: the flow north of 20°:'/ in case 2 is
this flow is considered to appear in

ca~e ~.

e,L~t\\'ard,

~

and

The appearance of thermohaline cfl"ccts in the

\\ind-driven circulation is more dearly seen in the meridional section of the wnal wlocity,
and it \\'ill be diseussed later.
At 355

I1l

depth (Figure 2.7) the sout!1\\'est\\'ard flow seen at a depth of 75 m still exists

in case 1, and it is recognized as the upper southward transport in Figure 2.3. The lowlatitllde southward western bound,uy eurrent seen at 75 m also exists. In cast' 2 a broad
south\\'estlnlrd flO\\' is also found as in case 1. This flow corresponds to the south\\'ard
retllrn flo\\·. whieh sinks from the sea surfaee at high latitudes, as seen in Figure 2.3.
This flo\\' begins at the northeastern corner of the basin, and it may correspond to the
soutll\nlrd cross-gyre flo\\ indicated b\' the salinity distribution of Reid (1973). After this
south\\'est\\'ard flow reaehes the western bouudary, it becomes a relati\'ely strong southmud
flow confined to the boundary region. In

c,L~es

3 and

~

the wind gyres arc still strong. But

in ease 3 the subtropical gyre shrinks to\\'ard the \wst, and the flo\\' in the eastern part of
the subtropical gyre is \\'eak. This feature is not found in

case~,

\\'here the subtropical gyre

still dominates the midlatitude region, because the upper la\'er stratification is stronger in
C,L~e

3: thus the wind-dri\'en circulation is confined to the upper layer, especially in the

eastern part, \\here higher-mode b,uodinic Rossby waws from the eastern boundary do
not dissipate. The soutlm'estward flO\\' of the uortheastern origin seen in case 2 entirel~'
disappears in nL~e 4. A. rea~on for this disappearance \\'ill be discussed in the next section.
The bifurcation latitude of the :'/orth Equatorial Current at the western bound<U"y shifts to
the north by about 3° (15°:,/) for C,L~es 3 <Uld 4. The shift C<ill be ea~il'y understood a~ the
appearance of the thermohaline e/fects beeause there is a 10\\'-latitude southward western
bOllndary current in nL~es 1 and 2.
At 585

I1l

depth (Figure 2.8), in case 1, the southwestward flow found in the upper

layer is confined to the nortll\\est COI"l1('r, <U1d the northeast\nud flow dominates at the
l1lidlatitudes. This northeastward flow corresponds to the subsurface nortlm'ard tnUlsport
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in Figure 2.3. The lo\v-latitude western boundary currcut flows nortll\nud and is w·eak. In
case 2. though the soutll\\'estward flow seen at 355 m depth still dominates, its origin is
not the w·ater dO\\'1lw'elled from the sea surface but the water upw'elled from the deep layer.
This corresponds to the upper soutll\nml transport found in the meridional circulation for
case 1. The southward western boundar~' current is wry strong. In cases 3 'Uld -I the
subtropical and subpolar gyres arc still dearlY seen. But the subtropical gyre becomes
w'eaker in the eastern and the southern part in comparison with that in the upper layer
for both C<1';es. This feature is more de,ll'ly seen in case 3 than in case 4. The tropical
~'re

becomes yery weak in both cases. The bifurcation latitude of the :\Iorth Equatorial

Current at the w'('stern boundary is at about 16°:\1 in case 4, but it is at about 12°:\1 in
ease 3. This discrepancy is due to the thermohalilw effeets as seen at 355 m. :\Iote that tbe
subsurface southward flow exists for case 4 though the shallow meridional circulation cell
found in case 2 disappears as a result of the occurrence of a wind-enluUlced thermohaline
circulation (chapter 3: Tsujino and Suginohara, 1998) as seen in Figure 2.3.
To sec tbe dclailed wrtical structures, meridional sections of the wnal velocity along 180°
in eases 1 through -I arc shO\\'1l in Figure 2.9. The vertical structure of the thermohaline
tirculation is dearly seen in c,tses 1 and 2. In case 1. it is meridionally uniform in the
upper layer ,tS a result of the meridionally uniform stratification. while in case 2 it dUUlges
with latitude ,tS a result of the weaker upper

la~'er

stratification at higher latitudes. Cases

3 and -I have a simil<u' flow' pattern: the w'ind-driwn pattern dominates the upper laver,
and it penclrates deeper with increasing latitude. But at the upper 200 m depths from
15°\' to 30°:\ there is a remarkable difference between cases 3 and -I. The \vestw'ard flow
in case -I is fm \veaker tluUl that in case 3. and eyen the east\vard flow' forms <U'ound
20°:\. Comp<U'ison w'ith the corresponding no w'ind-stress cases yields that this differellt'e
is attributable to thermohaline effects: the east\mrd flow' at the sea surface seen in case 2
still exists around 20°:\1 in case -I because the strength of the w'ind-driyen \ycst\v<U'el flow'
is comparable to that of the thermohaline east"'ard flow ncar the latitude of maximum
wind stress curl (about 30°:\1). But in the northern half of the subtropical g,yre in case -I,
intensification of the eastward flow nem the sea surface is not found. Thus it C<U1 be said
that the thermohaline effect appears in the low-latitude upper layer where thl' wind-driwn
circulation is believed to be strong. Along the equator the subsurface ('astward flow of the
Equatorial Undercurrent is found in cases 3 anel 4: this current is caused by wind forcing.
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Thermohaline Effects on Upper Layer Circulation

III this subsection we look further into the efferts of til(' sea surfare thermohaline forcing
by taking differenres between rases that differ only in the sea surfare thermohaline fotTing:
r>L~e

2 minus rase 1 (hereafter difference 2-1). in \\'hith wind

stres.~

is absent. and rase 4

minus rase 3 (hereafter differellce 4-3). in whith \\'ind stress is present.
Figure 2,10 sho\\'s the wllally integrated stream function and Figures 2,11 through 2.13
shO'\' the horiwntal velocity fields at depths of 73 m. 333 m. and 383 m for the differences
2-1 and 4-3.
As found in Figure 2.10b for the differenre 4-3. til(' upper meridional rirculation cell as
\\'ell as the Ekman circulation rell found in cases 3 and 4 (Figure 2.3) is almost remo\'Cd.
Figures 2.10a and 2.10b clearly demonstrate that etl"ctts of the sea surfare thermohaline
forcing

;UT

confined to the upper 1000 m depths. The clorkwise cirrulation cell in the

difference 2-1 corresponds to that seen in case 2 (Figure 2.3). Though the circulation in the
difference 4-3 has some different characteristics. they have rommon features: dowll\\"l·lIing
at the high or middle latitudes and upwelling at the low latitudes. which compose the
dockwise meridional circulation at the upper 1000 m depths.
At 73 m depth (Figure 2,11), in the differenre 2-1. the western

boundar~'

current yields

tIl(' surfare north\v;u'd transport seen in Figure 2,10a as in case 2 (Figure 2,6). while, in
the difference 4-3. for the

(";L~e..

with \\'ind forcing, mrious

f10\\'S

compose the nortll\\';\rd

transport: the north\\'ard current sep;u'ates from the \\'estern boundary at 18°\', and it
follows along the perimeter of the subtropical gne and fina]j\'

f1O\\'S

into the subpolar

region. crossing the subtropical-subpolar gyre bound;u'}' in the eastern regiou. The strong
e>L~tward f10\\'

in the interior region around 20°\' explains that the east\\';u'd

f10\\'

seen

for ca5e 4 in Figures 2,6 ;uld 2.9 is due to thermohaline efl'ects, TIl(' south\\'ard \\'estern
bound;u'.\' current at the midlatitudes indicates that the western boundary current of the
\\'ind gyre for case 3 is stronger than that for case 4 ncar the sea surface. because the upper
layer stratification is stronger in case 3 than in ca~e 4. and thus the \vind-driven gyre in
case 3 is confined to the upper layer in comp;u'ison with that in

ca~e

4. The north\ntrd

western bound>u-y current at the high latitudes is explained in the S>U1l(' way,
At 333 m (Figure 2.12). in the difference 2-1. the subsurface southward flow with the
westward component dominates the interior. After this flow hits the western boundar,'.
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it forms the southward western boundary current flO\\'ing to\\'ard the equator.

In the

difference -1-3 the southwestward flow shifts to the perimeter of the subtropical gyre. This
flow is stronger than that in the difference 2-1. and it crosses the subpolar-subtropical gyre
bound<U'y in the eastern region. But its continuation to\mrd the equatorial region, i.e.. the
low-latitude "'estern bound,u'y current, is not dearly seen at this depth. The sout!m<U'd
"'estern boundmy current at the midlatitudes seen at 75 m (Figure 2.11b) still exists, but
the high-latitude northward western boundary current seen in Figure 2.11b disappears, and
the sou th,,'ard flow takes over.
A.t 383 m (Figure 2.13), in the difference 2-1, the south,,'estward flo'" still dominates
the interior. The 10\\'-latitude southward "'estern
Ul'('

boundar~'

current seen at 353 m (Fig-

2.12a) still exists, and it becomes stronger. In the difl'erence -1-3, the south,,,est'l'<ud

Itow in the midlatitude interior, which originates from the western high-latitude region
and beeomes the eastward jet along the subpolar-subtropical gyre boundary, crosses the
subtropical-subpolar gyre bound,u)' in the eastern region and follows the perimeter of the
subtropical gyre. TIl(' 10"'-latitude southwm'd western

bound<u~' current,

which corresponds

to that in the difl'erence 2-1, begins at 16°\1. It is tonfirmed that the northw<U'd shift of the
bifurcation latitude of the \lorth Equatorial Current found for t'<1,;e -I in Figure 2,8 is due
to thermohaline effects. The midlatitude "'estern

bound,u'~'

and the high-latitude ,,'estern bound,uy current betomes

current betomes nort!lIl'<u·d.

obviousl~' sout!lIl'<lrd.

indicating

that the wind ~Te penetrates deeper in case -1 than in casc 3 as a result of the "'eaker
stratification at the high latitudes in case -I.
Depth. potential vortitit~' (p-I fop/o:), and horiwntal I'elocity field on the isop.vcnal
surface

(J6

= 26,6 for case -I m'e depicted in Figures 2.1-1a through 2.1-1c. The depth of this

densit~, surface is about 600 m in the middle- and 10"'-latitude region. It is be!iewd that

the thermohaline eflrcts dominate in the region where contour lines of potential vorticity
ell1<Ulate from the eastern

bound,u~' <Uld

terminate at the "'estern boundmy. This feature is

found south of 18°\1, "'hich corre 'ponds ",ell with the observation (Talley, 1988), Thus the
low-latitude circulation on

(Jo

= 26.6 is dominated by thermohaline circulation. Also, the

horizontal wlocity field resembles that of the dilferell('e 4-3 at 583 m (Figure 2.13b) in the
low-latitude region. This finding coufirms that the flow patterns explained as t!lC'rmohaline
circulation actually appear in the Itow fields, el'cn at shallol" depths ill the lo\\'-Iatitude
region. Thus it is found that at the upper thermodine depths in the subtropical and
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tropical regions the flows in the pokward and \\'est\\'<u'd region <u'e wind driwn but those
in the equaton,'ard <Uld east\\'ard region are thermohaline,
It is well knmm that the intrnsit~' of thermohaline circulation deprnds upon the 'wtical
diffusiYit~'

(e,g" Suginohara ,md Aoki, 1991), In the presrnt modd, when the vertical

diffusion coefficient is taken to be larger, the thermohaline circulation increases in iutensitv,
and heuce its effect on the upper layer circulation becomes stronger, the

cross-~Te

flows

being enh<Ull'ed,

2.4

Discussion

III the present model, reproducibilit,v of the salinity distribution is not good because of
the coarse resolution, For example, the formation processes of :"PI\\, at the subpolarsubtropical gyre boundary, such as the effects of mesoscak eddies (Talky rt aI., 1993:
Yasuda, 1997), are not well rc'presented, ,md thus the distribution of :"PIW in the subtropin!1 gyre is not expected to be \\'ell reproduced in the mode!.
!1egions \\'here cOIH'ectin' adjustment occurs are shmm for cases 2 and .\ in Figure 2,13,
In case 2, there an' roughl~' four regions \\'here conwcti"e adjustment occurs: the highlatitude \\'estern boundmy region, the high-latitude eastern bound<U'y region, the midlatitucle ,vestern

bound<u'~'

high-latitude eastern

region, and the midlatitude interior region, The conwction in thc'

bound<u'~' region

induces a salinity minimum

la~'('l'

in the subtropical

gyre, which mav correspond to !1eid's minimum if it does not vanish in the presrnce of \\'ind
forcing, The midlatitude convection occurs because the high salinit~, \\'ater of low-latitude
origin is tnmsported nortlm'ard

b~'

the \\'estern boundary current in the surface laver <Uld

is cooled in the interior region after it leaws the \\'estern bound<U'y (see Figure 2,6), In
t'<t~e

.\ there are three regions where convective adjustment occurs: the high-latitude \\'est-

('I'n bounc\;uy region, the northwestern part of the subtropical gyre, and the equatorial
regions, The high-latitude conwction is also found in case 2, The midlatitude cOIn'tl,tion
is associated ,vith wind-driven circulation: the high-salinity water in the southern half of
tIll' subtropical gyre is brought to the northern p,u't by the lI'estern boundary current and
then is cooled to become dens(']' than the water belo\\', The conn'ction in the high-latitude
eastern n'gion seen in case 2 does not exist in case 4, because the strong halodine, \\'hich
prohibits conl'('ction, forms at the subsurface depths in the eastern part of the subpolar
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g.'Te, \I'hich is discussed by using the salinity distributions belo\l·.
Here \I'e look at the salinity distribution in case.J. :--Ieridional seetions of densit\· ,md
salinity along 155°E. 165°\\". and 125°\\" for case .J are shown in Fignres 2.16a through
2.16c and Figures 2.17a through 2.17c, respectiYel~·.

In the 155°E section thc

salinit~, minimum

ccntered approximately at

(Jo

= 27.0 is found.

This minimnm originates from the \I'estcrn 'lorth Pacific, induding the Okhotsk Sea. \I'here
the sea surface density is the highest,

(Jo

~

26.6. This minimum

ma~'

cOlTespond to \,P1\\·.

In the 165°\\" section, t\l'O salinity minima are found. Their ccnters ,u'e
the upper one ,md around

(Jo

=

(Jo

= 25.7

for

27.0 for the lower one. Thc upper one originates from

the western pmt of the subpolar-subtropical

g~Te

boundary, where conyectin' adjustment

takes place. This may correspond to SS:--I of Tsuchiya (1982) and Yuan and Tallev (1992),
thongh the formation region in this model is located in the western region rather than in
the eastern region. The lower one may be the continuation of that found in the 155°E
section.
Along the 125°\\" section the single salinity minimum is found on about

(Jo

=

26.0.

This may also correspond to SS:--1. Its origin is in the north\l'estern part of the subtropical
g)Te. :--Iost of the \\"i\tcr refreshed b)' convcction is carried tOl\"i\rd the east by the east\\"iu'd

jet along the subtropical-subpol,u' gyre boundary. and it begins to

!I01\'

soutl1\\"i\rd in til('

eastern part of the subtropical gyrc.
Though the surface mixed layer in the high-latitude cast ern region is obserwd to extend
to about 150 m (Ymul and Talley, 1992). there is no such mixed la.\"Cr in this model (Fig-

un' 2.16c). Instead the strong halodine that blocks col1\'ection is formed at the subsurface
in the subpolar \'orth Pacific (Figure 2.17c). A relatiwl~' saline \I'aler is brought to the
high-latitude region by the wind-dri\'en circulation in the subsurface la)"Cr, \I'hich causes
the halodine. Thus the shallo\l' meridional circulation seen in case 2 is not formed in case.J.
In this model. part of SS:--J, the high-latitude origin in the eastern region seen in Reid's
(1973) map, is not reproduced, possibl)' as a result of the lack of reproduction of the mixed
layer.
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Concluding Remarks

\Ye haY(' in\'Cstigated the effects of the thermohaline forc'ing at the sea surface on the
upper layer circulation of the \Torth Pacific, The Pacific circulation north of 30 0 S is drh'en
b,' wind forcing, thermohaline forcing at the sea surface, and :\'C'\\'tonian body forcing at the
southern end of the model domain, Four cases \\'ith differC'nt sea surface forcing han' been
nuriC'd out: the constant sea surface reference densit,' Iyith and without wind stress and thC'
observed sea surface rC'f'crence density distribution \\'ith 'md \\'ithout wind strC'ss, The roles
of each driying agent on the establishmC'nt of the "Iorth Pacific circulation arc understood,
Sea snrface thermohaline forcing ('Jlh<UlCes the subsurface southward flOlI', which is the
upper part of the layered deep Pacific meridional circulation, This flow suffers distortion
but docs not disappear even when wind forcing is imposed, It follows the eastern 'md
the southern perimeter of the subtropical gyre, becoming the southll'<lrd \\-estern boundan'
Ullclercurrent at 10\\' latitudes, The cross-gyre soutllll'ard western bound,uy undercurrent
to the tropics indicated in the obser\'Cd distribution of \TPIW (e,g" Tal!C',', 1993) is due
to the thermohaline effect. Thus it is found that at the upper thC'rmodine depths in the
subtropical and tropical regions the flo\\'s in thC' po!C'\\'m'd ,md Iyestll'<ud region arc wind
dril'en, but those in the equatot'll'ard <Uld eastward rC'gioll m'e thermohalinC', Tlw bC'hal'ior
of ,-\:\I\Y in the 10\\'-latitude South Patific and :\tl<Ultic ma,l' be accounted for in the S<UllC'
way '"5 that of :\,PI\\',
For the cases \\'ith wind strC'ss the upper circulation cel! in the layered deep Pacific mC'ridional circulation is greatly intensifiC'd, This intC'l1sification !C'ads to the disappearmlce of
the shallo\\' meridiolHll circulation cell causC'd b,l' sC'a surface thC'rmohaJinc' forcing, although
thc' subsurface soutlllHud flo\\' still exists, The intensification is due to a \\'ind-enhanced
thermohaline circulation, \\'hich connects the southern boundar,l' to the subpolar ~Te, :\
\\'ind-enhanced thC'rmohaJinc' circulation (chapter 3: Tsujino and SuginolHua, 1998) nUl"
play 1m important role in the general OCC'1m circulation (Hasumi 1md Suginohara, 1998),
As Reid (1973) showed, the origin for part of SS:-'[ is north of the boundary bet\\'C'en the
subtropical <Uld the subpolar gyre, It may be associated ,,,ith the shallow thermohaline
circulation of the high-latitude \Torth Pacific origin, Since tlw yertical resolution of this
modd is not fine enough to precisely represent the mix('dlayer, in particular the cOlll'ection
in the high-latitude e1t5tern \Torth Pacific, Reid's minimum IHlS not reproduced, Exac-t
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reproduction of the mixed layer nHI~' be necessary to full~' understand the formation and
distribution of Reid's minimum.
Though the mechanisms for some flO\y patterns indicated b~' the obsel'\"ed trater distributions m'e understood, tracer distributions themseln-s are not well reproduced in the present
lIlode!.

~lore

precise representation of the \nuer mass formation processes in the model

will be needed. For

SS~1

the mixed layer process, and for \,PI\\" the mixing

eddies in the mixed \ntter region at the subtropical-subpolar gyre

boundar·~·.

b~'

mesoscale

tIt(' dfetts of

sea icc formation in the Okhotsk Sea and water exchange through tIl(' Kuril Islands should
be subjects for a future investigation. Also, to understand the \\'hole life of \TPI\\', the
effects of the Indonesian throughflo\\' need to be dar·ified.
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Figllre 2.1: Y10dcl domain and bottom topography.

(0)

(b)

Figllre 2.2: (a) Vertically integrated mass transport stream function for e,t~e 4, ,mcl (b) S\"('re!rup stream function cakulatecl from HeUerman ane! Rosenstein's (1983) winter (February,
~lareh, ane! April) wincl stress in Sv (1 S,' = 106 m 3 S-I) units. Contour intern,l is j S,·.
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case 1

case 2

case 3

case 4

Figure 2.3: Zonally integrated n1<1~S transport stream functions for e<1~es 1 through -i in S\"
units. Contour interval is 1 Sy.
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Figure 2.4: Zonally ayeraged potential density (UII) field for e<1~es 1 through 4. Contour
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case 1

case 2

case 3

case 4

Figure 2.8: Same as Figure 2.6 except at 585 m depth. Contour internll is 0.0005 db for
ease 1. 0.01 db for ease 2, and 0.02 db for eases 3 and 4.
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(0)

(b)

Figur<, 2.10: Zonally integrat<'d mass transport str<'am functions for (a) case 2 minus case 1
and (b) cas<' ~ minus case 3 in S,' units.
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Figure 2.12: Same as Figure 2.11 but at 333 m depth.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.13: Sm11e as Figure 2.11 but at 585

111

depth.
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case 2
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Figure 2.15: Areas where convective adjustment occurs for cases 2 and -i.
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Figure 2.16: :-'Ieridional sections of potential density ((To) for m~e
163°\\", and (c) 123°\\".
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Figure 2.1/: Same as Figure 2.16 cxcl'I)t for salinit.\· in psu. Contour intcrnl! is 0.1 psu.
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Chapter 3
Thermohaline circulation enhanced
by wind forcing

This chapter is from the paper by Tsujino and Sugino]uu'a which has been accepted fOl
publication in Journal of Physical Oceanography.
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Abstract
A thermohaline circulation enhanced by wind forcing is demonstrated in an
idealized basin model, and a mechanism which provides a connection between
wind forcing and a thermohaline circulation is clarified. A rectangular ocean
which extends over the northern and southern hemispheres is driven by differential heating and wind stress at the sea surface. The differential heating is
so distributed that the deep water is formed at the southern end of the model
ocean. The wind stress is so distributed that there are three wind-driven gyres
in the northern hemisphere, and it is not imposed in the southern hemisphere.
Comparison is made between the cases with and without the wind stress. When
the wind forcing is imposed, the basin-scale meridional circulation increases in
intensity. This is due to the enhanced surface heating in the cyclonic winddriven gyre with the Ekman upwelling and the accompanying enhanced surface
cooling in the deep water formation region. In the cyclonic wind-driven gyre.
the Ekman upwelling brings up the thermocline to the subsurface depths to enhance the surface heating and also the downward heat conduction from the sea
surface to the deep layer, which leads to warming of the deep water. Thus, the
enhanced surface heating in the cyclonic gyre is balanced with the enhanced
smface cooling in the deep water formation region due to the warmed deep
water. In this way, the wind forcing enhances a thermohaline circulation, a
wind-enhanced thermohaline circulation, which connects the deep water formation region to the cyclonic wind-driven gyre with the Ekman upwelling.

3.2. Experimcntal design
a connection bet\\'een thc \\'ind forcing ,md the thermohaline cireulation. "'e nUTy out
numerinl1 experiments for a single dosed basin model with the deep water formation in
the southern hemisphere and the wind forcing in thc northern hemisphere. Three casestudies <U'e made bv eh<Ulging wind-stress distribution to understand ho\\' the \\'ind forcing
affects the thermohaline drculation. First, the oee<Ul is dri\'en only bv the thermolHl1ine
forcing. \fext. the \\'ind foreing is imposed <Uld modifkation of the cireulation is examined.
The cireulation dri\'en by the wind stress with the rewrsed direetion is also caleulated
to understand if results depend on a partieular \\'ind-stress distribution. Sensitiyit~· to
the vertinl1 diffusiYit:v and the meridional distribution of the thermohaline fotTing is also
investigated. Then, we will darify a l1leeh<Ulism \\'hieh provides a conneetion between the
\I'ind forcing and the thermohaline circulation. To aeeomplish this, we carry out some
supplel1lentary experiments, where a result for the ease \\'ith wind stress is reproduced in
a case \\'i thou t wind stress by paral11eteri/'ing effects of the \I'ind forcing.
This chapter is organi/'ed as follo\\·s. Section 3.2 describes the model. [(esults of caleulatiolls are presented in seetion 3.3 'Uld the meehanism is disellssed in section 3.4. Section
3.;) presents summary <Uld diseussion.

3.2

Experimental design

,-\ rectangular ocean \yhieh extends OI'er the northern <Uld southern hemispheres as shOlm
in Figure 3.1 is considered. The latitudinal width is 80 0 and the longitudinal \\'idth is 60 0 .
The oe('<ln has a flat bottom and is 4000 m deep.
Th{' foreing agents me the buoY<Ul(l' fOH'ing and the \\'ind foreing at the sea surfaee. The
buo.\·aney fOtTing is made by restoring densit~· to the reference \'alue \\'ith the d<Ullping time
of60 da.'·s. The reference density. p_, for the, urfaee buoY'Ulev fotTing and the imposed wnal
tOl11ponent of tIl{' \Yind stress <U'e sho\yn in Figures 3.2a 'Uld 3.2b. They are wnall~' uniform.
The referenee density is so distributed that the deep \\'ater is formed at t he southern end of
the model oce,u1. The wind stress is so distributed that there arc three \Yind-driwn gyres
in the northern hemisphere, and it is not imposed in the southern hemisphere.
Three cases with different wind-stress distribution arc e<UTied out. First, the on'an is
forced only by the sea-surfaee rcferenee density distribution in Figure 3.2a (n1se I). \fext,
two types of wind-stress distribution <U'e imposed on the ease 1. In one case the wind stress

3.3. Result.'
is that shml'll in Figurl' 3.2b (C,LSI' II). In thl' othl'r casl' thl' direction of thl' \\'ind in Figurl'
3.2b is rl'vl'rsl'd (casl' III). For thl' casl'S I and II, s('Usiti\·it~· to thl' \'l'rtical dift'usivit.\' is
l'xaminl'd by taking tIl(' largl'r vertical diffusivit,\' (C<lSI'S I mF and II mF ). :\Iso s('Usiti\'it~,
to thl' nl('ridional distribution of tIl(' buoyancy fon'ing is l'xanlinl'd b\' introducing thl'
Illl'ridiOlHtI g1.'adil'nt to thl' rl'fl'rl'nce density (cases I nRn and II nRn ),
[ll'produtlion experiments 3..\'(' also c<uricd out. C,Lse II.r.n is one of til(' C<Lses \vhl're the
,wtic<u dift'usi\'it~, is locally enhanced for the case 1. The cases arc listed in Table 3.1.
\\'1' use the Center for Climate System Rl'se3..\Th OCe3..\l general circulation model (CCSROGC\!). TIl(' CC5R-OGC~1 is a multi-level model \\'hich soll'es the primitive l'quations
under the hydrostatic. the Boussinesq, mld the rigid-lid approximation. The finite diffl'rencing method is the same ,LS that of 5uginohara and Aoki (1991), \\'herl' the \\'eighted
upeu!Tent scheme is adopted for the ad\'c'ction terms of cknsity. Unstabk stratification
is removed by the cOlwectivl' adjustment: when potl'ntial density of a certain griclpoint is
larger than that just below, potential density is homogenized dml'llward from that gridpoint
until unstabk stratification is completell' remoVC'd,
The horiwntal rl'solution is 20 x 2 0 , and thl'rl' 3..\'1' 32 kvels in tIl(' I'('rtical \\'ith high
rl'solution nl'ar thl' Sl'a surfacl' (50 m) and dl'(TI',Lsl'd rl'solution tml'<ud thl' bottom (200

m).
\\'1' USI' til(' follo\\'ing "'UUI'S for thl' modl'l param<'ll'rs: ,-I H
1.0cm 2 s- I , I\H

= 1.0

X

lO'cm 2 s- 1 , and II'"

= 0.3cm 2 s-',

= 8.0

X

10· cm 2 S-I . .-1\.

=

,1'I1I'rl'.-I H and ,-I,. m'e thl'

horizontal and thl' v('I'tical I'iscosity ('Oefficient, and I\H and I\I'

3..1'('

the horiwntal and tIl('

wrtical diffusion cOl'fficil'nt.
TIl(' model l'quations <U'l' intl'gratl'd for more thml 6000 ,\'l'a1.'S to obtain a thl'rn1<l..Il\' mld
cl\'namicallv steady statl', u 'ing Bryan's accl'kration ml'thod (Br~'an, 19 -I).

3.3

Results

Thl' wnall)' intl'gratl'd ml'ridional transport stream function for tIl(' C<LSI'S I through III is
shown in Figlll'e 3.3. In thl' casl' I \\'ithout thl' wind strl'ss, thl'rl' forms thl' typical nl('ridional
circulation dul' to the buo~'ancy-dri\'Cn circulation (e.g., 5uginohara and :\oki, 1991). Thl'
deep watl'r is fornl('d at the southern end of the model ocean and the water slowly upwells
in til(' rc'st of the ocean, which makl's til(' lm'ge !l1eridiolHu circulation tell. \\'ll('n the '\'ind
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Table 3.1: List of experiments.
case
I
II
III
IJ)Jr
IIJ)Jr
ID!lD
II DllD
hr.D

\\'ind
off
on
on (reversed)
off
on
off
on
ofr

vertical diffusi\'ity
0.3 cm 2 S 1
0.3cm 2 S-I
0.3cm 2 s- 1
1.Ocm2 S-I
1.0cm2 s-J
0.3 cm 2 s-J
0.3 cm 2 S-I
locally enhanced"

refC'rence densit~, in :\. hemisphere
constant (Figure 3.2a)
constant (Figure 3.2a)
constant (Figure 3.2a)
constant (Figure 3.2a)
constant (Figure 3.2a)
distributed (Figure 3.10)
distributed (Figure 3.10)
constant (Figure 3.2a)

. sec text
forcing is imposed, the Ekman cells arc formed in the upper layer and the large meridional
circulation cell is signific<lillly intensified. In the region where the \yind forcing induces the
Ekman up\\'elling, i.e., in the cyclonic \\'ind-driyen gyre, the deep up\\'elling seems to be
conm'cted to the Ekman upwelling ,LH seen for the cases II and III. Comparison between the
cases II and III tells that the

intensit~' of

the large meridional circulation cell is almost the

same in the two cases, though the circulation pattern in the northc'rn hemisphere is slight!\·
different. This indicates that the buoyancy-dri\'en (thermohaline) circulation increases in
intmsit,v irrespective of the direction of the wind stress.
Zonall~'

an'raged densit.'· for the cases I through III is sho\\'n in Figure 3.-1. The dense

\\'ater formed at the southern end of the mode] oce,ill occupies the depths belo\\' the pycnocline, Density is almost meridian ally uniform north of the deep \yater formation region in
the case I. In the cases II and III, isopycnals arc sucked up in the cyclonic \\'ind-driven gyre
\\'ith the Ekl1l<li1 up\\'elling ,md arc pushed down in the <lilt i-cyclonic gyre \\'ith the Ekman
do\\'m\'C'lling. Densit.\· in the deep layer becomes 10\\'er \\'hen the \\'ind forcing is imposed
(see also Figlll'e 3.8).
Zonalh- averaged wnal \'elocit~' for the ca es I through III is shO\\'n in Figure 3..5. In the
northern hemisphere, strong f1m\'s associated \\'jth the \\'ind-dri\'en circulation ,u'e found in
the cases II and III, and they arc confined to the upper 1000 m depths. The three cases
sho\\' the similar How pattern in the deep layer except in the northern p,ut of the northern
hemisphere, \\·here the \\'ind-driyen circulation dominates, i.e., the \\'ind-dri\'en circulation

3.3. Results
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penetrates into the deep layer. It is clearly 'een that the flO\y in the southern hemispher('
beromes stronger "'hen the "'ind stress is imposed though the structure is almost the same
as that of the rase I. Thus, the intensity of the buoyanry-dri\'en cirrulation is greatly
afl'erted by the wind forring.
Figures 3.6a and 3.6b show the pressure field for the r,.~es I through III at the depths of
7;) m and 3100 m, respectiwly.
At 7;) m (Figure 3.6a), in the rase I, the anti-cyclonir g~Te in the northern hemisphere is
connerted to the strong soutlm'ard "'estern bound<U)' rurrent in the southern hemisphere.
\l'hich is the upper layer cirrulation pattern assoriated with the Stommel-Arons deep circulation for the Pacifir (Suginohara and Aoki, 1991). \\'hen the "'ind forcing is imposed.
three "'ind-driven gyres arc formed in the northern hemisphere though the flO\\· dirertion
of the gyres is opposite between the rases II and III. The southward "'estern bound<u'~'
ClitTent as well ,.~ the interior eastw,u'd flo,,' in the southern hemisphere is strongl'r for the
rases II and III.
At 3100 m (Figure 3.6b). in tIl(' rase I, the Stommel-Arons deep rirculation pattern for
the Parinr is formed, i,e.. the nortll\nud deep western boundary rurrent originating from
the deep "'ater formation region crosses the equator ,md feeds the ryclonir rirrulation in the
northern hemisphere. \\'hen the "'ind forring is imposed, the rirrulation in the southern
hemisphere becomes stronger for both of the cases II and III. In the northern hemisphere.
for the rase II the ryclonic rirrulation beromes murh stronger, and for the rase III the
ryclonic cirrulation becomes stronger but its ('enter shifts to about 20°:,\. It is noted that
as seen in Figure 3.;) the "'ind-driyen circulation tends to penetrate into the deep layer in
the northern part of the northern hemisphere,
Efferts of the "'ind forcing on the buo'y<Ulry-driYen rirrulation "'ill be more clearly seen
in the differenre bet\l'een the rases "'ith and "'ithout the "'ind stress. Difference of the
nwridional tr<msport stream function bet"'een the rases. (rase II - rase I) and (case III n.Sl' I), is shO\\'Il in Figure 3.7. The basin-stale meridional rirrulation incr(',.~es in intensity
at all depths. The conrentrated up\yelling from the deep layer orrurs in the r('gion where
the Ekm<Ul upwelling is taking plare, and the upm'lled deep water comes dirertly from the
deep water formation region in the southern hemisphere without notable upwelling along
the

WH.V.

This SUggl'stS that the strength of the intensified cirrulation does not strongly

depend upon the vertiral diffusivity whirh is a crucial parameter for ron trolling the intensitv
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of the thermohaline circulation. The e!fed of the I,-ind forring on the meridional rirculation
is not eonfined to the upp<'r la~'er. The wind forcing affeds the intensity and strudure of
the large-scale buo~'<Ulcy-dril'ell (thermohaline) circulation.
Diff('rence of the wnally an'raged density bet"'een the cases, (case II - case I) and (case
III - case I), is shOlm in Figure 3.8. \Yhen the wind forcing is imposed, densit.I' becomes
lower in most of the ocean (most of the ocean is ImImed) except ne<u' the sea surface in the
region "'ith the Ekman up,,·elling. There, isoP.ITnals <U'e sucked up and hel1('e the densit.I'
becomes higher eompared with the case without the I,-ind stress. Thus, the buoyancy (heat)
budget through the sea surface may be greatly modified.
Sensitivity to the vc'rtical diffusi,-it.v is examined. Differl'l1ces between the cases I nlF
II'\' = 1.0 cm 1 S-I ,

and IIo!F' "'here the vertical diffusion coefficient is taken to be larger,

are shown in Figure 3.9. The circuhttion in each case beeonws stronger due to the larger
diffusivit~' (not shown here). But, the differl'l1ces of both the meridional transport stre<Ull

fUl1ctioll and the wnally an'raged deusity are slightly smaller while their strlldllres are
not differrnt tlUUl those in the small diffusi\'ity case (eompare with Figures 3.7a and 3.8a).
The meridioual circulation is less intellsified with increasing the \utical diffusil'ity.
Sensiti,'ity to the meridional distribution of the buo.I'ancy forcing is also examined b,'
introducing the Illeridional gradient to the reference densit.I' (cases I ORO and II ORO )' The
reference density, the m<'ridional tnUlsport stream function for the cases I ORO and II ORO ,
and the difference, (case II ORO

-

case I ORO ), are shOll'll in Figure 3,10. And the wnall~'

,lIwaged drnsity for these cases and the difference are shown in Figure 3.11. The nULximulll
,",llue of the reference densit~· at the northern end is set to be lower than that at the southern
md (Figure 3.10). It is dearly seen also in this case that the "'ind forcillg leads to the
intensification of the basin-scale meridional oluturning circulation and the l,",lIming of the
deep water (compa.re ,,'ith Figures 3.7a and 3.8a). ,-\ rema.rkable difference in meridional
on'rturn from the cases I and II (Figure 3.3) is that there forms a local buoyancy-driwn
circulation at the subsurface depths in the northern hemisphere. It is noted that as seen in
the diff'c'rence in Figure 3.10 the concentrated deep upwelling is conllected to the Ekman
upwelling.
A case "'here the damping time for tIll' restoring boundary condition for densit~' at the
sea surface is taken to be 30 days is also caltulated in the case I and II. Almost the same
resuIts are obtained.
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Mechanism

As shown in section 3.3. the effect of the wind forcing, eyen if it is remote from the deep
\I'ater formation region, leads to the intensification of the global meridional o\-erturning
eirculation. the circulation being less intensified with increasing the l't'I'tical diffusil'ity.
Then, the problem may be how this circulation is established andll'hether it can be called
a buo~'anc.v-driYen (thermohaline) circulation

01'

not.

Diffcrence betwet'll the calculated and the reference density. p - p•. is depitled in Figure
3.12. This value is proportional to the buoY,Ull'l' (heat) flux through the sea surfal'l'. \\'hen
the lI'ind forcing is imposed. the buoymll'y gain (heating) bewmes larger in the region
I"ith the Ekman upwelling in wntrast to the region with the Ekm,Ul downwelling. This
is because the upwelled water in the region with the EknHUl upwelling causes the larger
difff'rence from the rd'erence Yalue. At the same time, the buoymll'Y loss (cooling) becomes
larger at the t;outhern end of the model ocean. Thit; is due to the lower dent;ity (higher
temperature) of the deep water (Figure 3.8), lI'hith causet; the larger diff'erence from the
reference "alue in the deep lI'ater formation region. Thus, the buo.nlIlc.\' (heat) budget
through the t;ea t;urface is greatly modified,
\'ertical profilet; of the terms in the density equation for the upper ,j00 m depths in
the central t;ubpolar gyre (29°E, 33°:\,) for the cases I and II arc sholl'n in Figure 3,13
(for the density equation, sec 5uginohara mld :\oki. 1991). The l-ertkal adn'tlion and
the I'ertical diffusion term at the upper 100 m depths become much larger I"hen the Idnd
forcing is imposed. This feature is found e\-er~'II'here in the subpolar gyre in contn~5t to
till' subtropital ~'r<' lI'here the horiwntal ,uld the I'ertital achwtion term dominate, The
deep water brought up to the upper layer in the subpolar gyre lI'ith the Ekman upll'elling
is dire'ctl.I' "heated" b.I' condutlion from the sea surface. Thus, the \'Cry acti\'C cOlll'ersion
from the deep water of high dent;ity to the surface water of low densit~, takes place at the
subsurface depths in the subpolar g,Yre, i,e., in the region lI'ith till' EknHln upwelling.
Therefore. it is undert;tood that in the region I"ith the Ekman upwelling the wind forcing enhances the surface buoy,ulcy flux mld changes the density balance at the subt;urface
depths. It seems that the intensified global nwridional overturning circulation seen for the
cat;es with the wind t;tret;t; it; due to a buoy,ull'y-driven (thermohaline) circulation enhanced
by the wind fore'ing, If thit; is really a buoyancy-driven circulation, the intent;ified UI-erturn-
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ing cin'ulation with the enhanced surface buoyancy fluxes should be reproduced for a C,L~('
without wind stress by rea<;onablv paramcterihing the e!fect of the wind forting in the densit~· equation. As seen in Figure 3.13, the vertical diffusion becomes larger at the pycnocline

(thermocline) depths in the subpolar gyre. So, for the case I, the vertical diffusion coefficient is significantly in(Teased to 1\1' = 3.0cm 2 s- 1 in the domain between 30°\' and -10°:'\
and between 0 m and 420 m (ca~e II.EIl). The meridional overturn and wnall\' integrated
buoyancy flux for the ca~e II.F.!) is shO\n1 in Figure 3.1,1. The intensified o\wturning circul<\tiOll \\'ith the enhanced surface buoyancy fluxes in the case II is almost reproduced. In
other words, the localh' enhanced vertical diffusi\'ity causes a buoyal1l'~'-driven circulation
which connects the deep water formation region to the region \\'ith the enhanced v('rtical
diffusivity. This feature is also reproduced for a C<L~e where the vertital adv('ctive flux of
densit~' due to the effect of the wind forcing is imposed on the density equation. There-

fore, it is concluded that the intensified overturning circulation is due to a buoyancy-drin'n
(thermohaline) circulation enhanced by the wind forcing. This thermohaline circulation
call be called a 'wind-enhanced thermohaline circulation". It should be remarked here
that the intensified O\'erturning circulation with the enhanced surface buo~'ancy fluxes is
not reproduced e\'en for a case \\'here the surface reference density distribution is greatl~'
modified.
\'0\\',

the intensification of the global meridional O\wturning circulation for the cases

with the \\'ind stress

C,UI

be explained as follows. Starting \vith the stead.\' state of the

case I. let us impose the \\ind forting on it. Isopyenals are sucked up in the c.n·lonic
\\'ind-dri\'en ~Te \vith the Ekman up\\·elling. There, the ocean gains more buo~'al}("~' (is
heated) through the sea surface because the ul)\\"elled \vater causes the larger difference
in densit.\· from the reference nuue, and also the deep \\'ater below the p.n·nocline gains
mon' buoyancy by the enhanced dO\\'Il\\'ard conduction from the sea surface ,L~ seen in
Figure 3.13. As a result. the deep ocean ha~ the ]O\\'er density (higher temperature) as
seen in Figures 3.-1 and 3.8. In a steady stat(·, the excess buoyal1l·.\· gain (heating) must
be balanced by the excess buoyancy loss (cooling) some\vhere. Considering the efficiency
of buovancv (heat) transfer by conwction and conduction as is discussed in Suginohara
and Aoki (1991), the compensatory buoyancy loss (cooling) can be done b.\· convection
in til(' ver.v confined region. This occurs only in the deep water formation region at the
southern end of the model ocean as shown in Figure 3.12. In fact, the deep water of lower
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density (higher temperature) caused by the enhanced dOlnnmrd conduction in the cyclonic
gyre leads to the larger difrerence from the reference

densit~'

in the deep ,,·ater formation

region, which leads to the larger buoyanc,\' loss and hence the larger production rate of the
deep water. Thus, the wind-enhanced thermohaline circulation connecting the deep "'aler
formation region to the cyclonic wind-driven gyre is established.
)lext, by using the mechanism understood above. we may explain

1\'11.1'

the circulation is

less intensified "'ith increasing the ycrtica.l diffusi\'ity (Figure 3.9). "'ith the larger H'rtical
diffusi\'ity, the stratification 'hssociated with the

buo~',U1cy-driven circulation

\\'ithout "'ind

stress becomes diffusc'. When the wind forcing is imposed on it. distortion of isopvcnals
caused by the wind stress penetrates deeper but its amplitude ncar the sea surface becomes
smaller than in the small

difrusi\'it~·

case. The isopvtllals coming to thc' sea surface ha\'e

the 1001'('r densitv due to the diffuse stratification. Thus, the excess

buo,vanc~'

gain through

the sea surface in the cyclonic gyre is not so large ,tS that in the small diffusivit\' case.
Then. the intensity of the "'ind-enhanced

buo\'all('~'-dri\'en (thermohaline)

circulation in

the large diffusi\'ity case is not so strong as that in the small diffusil'ity c'tse.
It is interesting to show the buoyaIJ('y flux through the sea surface for the cases I nRn and

HnRn (Figure 3.15). As expected from the results in Figures 3.10 'Uld3.11. the buoyancy
gain (heating) in the southern half of the subpolar

~Te

and the buo\,anc\, loss (cooling)

in the deep \\'ater formation region become larger "'hen the "'ind forcing is imposed. The
distribution of the buoyancy flux for the case H nRn is different than that for the case II
(Figure 3.12). This is due to advection eflects of the Ekm,Ul transport and the wind-dri\'en
western bound<li'y current. These heating and cooling, except the enluUlced heating in the
southern half of the subpol<li' g,)'re, do not significantly affect the basin-scale thermohaline
circulation: only the heating in the southern half of the subpolar g'yre contributes to the
lI'arming of the deep water.

P<li·ticularl~'. in

the subtropical

~'re.

the deep "'ater is insulated

from the surface heating <lild cooling as <li'gued by S<lillelson <lild \'a1lis (1997).

3.5

Summary and discussion

We 11<\\'e investigated the buoyancy-driycn (thermohaline) circulation enhanced b\' the
wind forcing. A reetangul,u' ocean with flat bottom is driven by the buoyancy (thermohaline) and thC' "'ind forcing at the sC'a surfacC'. ThC' rC'ference dC'nsit~· for the buoyanc~'
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forcing is constant ('xc('pt in til(' south('rJ] part of til(' suuth('rJ] hemisphere, wherl' thl' d('l'p
water is forml'd. Th(' wind strl'SS is so distributl'd that therl' arl' threl' wind-driv('n gyre's
in the northerJ] hemisph('rl', and it is not imposl'd in thl' sout!l('rJ] h('misphl'l"{'. Thrl'l' cases
ha\'l' bl'en carried out changing "'ind strl'SS distribution: no \vind strl'ss, the "'ind strl's,s,
and thl' wind strl'SS with til(' oppositl' dilwtion. Whl'n thl' wind forcing is impos('d, th('
int('IIsit~,.

basin-scale nl('ridional circulation intrl'asl's in
buoymlc~'

This is due to til(' l'nhancl'd surface

gain (h('ating) in the cyclonic wind-driwn g.'Tl' with tIl(' Ekmml up"'l'lIing mId

th(' accompmlying enhancl'd surface

buoY,lJ1c~'

loss (cooling) in th(' de('p water formation

region. In the cyclonic wind-driven gyre. the Ekmml upwelling brings up the pycnocline
(thl'rmocline) nl'm' to the sea surfac(' to enhance the surface

buoy,U1c~'

gain (hl'ating) and

also til(' dO"'ll\nu'd conduction from th(' sea surface to deep layer. This results in the deep
water of lower density ("'m'ming of the de('p water), whith kads to th(' ('nhanced buovann'
loss (cooling) in the deep \\"ill('r formation region. Thus, the enhanced snrface buo.nlnc.\'
gain (heating) in the

c~'c1onic ~Tl'

is balanc('d "'ith th(' enhmlced surface buo.nulCY loss

(cooling) in the dl'ep wat('r formation region.
The \utical diffusion iit the subsurface ckpths in the r('gion with the Ekman up\\"l'lIing
dominates ov('r that in th(' r('st of the oc('an. Th(' intmsifkd basin-scal(' oH'rturning drculation "'ith th(' l'nhancl'd surfac('
\\"ind str('ss whl'rl' thl' \wtical

buo~·anc.\·

diffusivit~'

is

f1ux('s is r('pruducl'd for th(' casl' "'ithout tIl('

locall~'

('nhanc('d, i.l'., th(' \"{'rtical

diffusi\·it~·

is enhanced at the subsurfac(' dl'pths in thl' rl'gion co!T('sponding to the cyclonic \vinddri\'('n gyre. Thus, it can be said that this intensified owrturJ]ing circulation is due to
til(' thermohaline circulation enhmlc('d by the wind forcing, not being driwn dir('ctl.\' by
the ,,·ind. This thermohaline circulation can be calkd the "'ind-enhmlcc'd therInohalinl'
circulation, which connects the deep wat('r formation r('gion to til(' c-"clonit wind-dri\"l'n
gyre. Its intensity becollles "'e<lker with intr('asing the vertical dift"usivit.'·.
In the real occ'ml, the "'ind-('nhanced thl'rmoh<lline circulation is expl't!('d to eunl1('ct a
wat('r-mass formation r('gion to a r('gion with the Ekman upw('lIing. As it is pointed ont
in Togg"'eil('r and Smlluds (1995) for :'>lAO'\', the existing kno\dedg(' of th(' tll('rInohalin(' circulation cannot account for the amount of the meridional overturning circulation.
The \vind-('nluulCed thermohalin(' circulation may complement this shortag('. In fat!, HasUllli and Suginohma (1998) clearly d(,lllonstrate that the "'ind-enhmlCl'd thermohalinl'
circulation is found both in thl' Atlantic mId th(' Pacific in tll('ir ,,'orld oc('au circulation
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modd with a high accurac." tracer adwction scheme, CTOPIA/QCICI\:EST (Leonard et
al.. 1993), lI'hich enables them to adopt the obsl'rwd small \utical diffusion coefficient.
!\'\,

= 0.1 cm 2s- 1 (Ll'd\Yl'lll't aJ., 1993).

Here, it is IJecessa.r~' to discuss on applicability of the present result to a coupled oceanatmosphere SyStl'lll. It is naturally accepted that in an ocean onl~' model the' wind-induced
upwelling causes a buo~'ar1ty gain as long as the surface boundary eondition for the thermohaline forcing is in the furm of restoring to the obserwd temperature and salinit\, (e.g..
chapter 2: Tsujino and SuginoIHu'a, 1998). HOII'l'wr, in the coupled s,\'stem, this type of
the surface boundary eondition is suitable only for the surface heat flnx but not for the
surface fresh water flux, That is, precipitation and evaporation are not directly related
to the wind-induced upll'l'lling, though the upll'elling leads to changes in the thermal en-

vironnwnts at the sea surface, To eyaluate propl'rl." the effect of the \Yind forcing ou the
thermohaline circulation, it is indispensable to use a coupled ocean-atmosphere model.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic "ie\\' of the modd ocean.
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Figure 3.2: :\Ieridional distribution of (a) the rderence density and (b) the "'ind stress.
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Figure 3.3: Zonally integrated mass transport stream function for the cases I through III
in S" (= 10 6 m3 S-l) units. Contour interval is 2 S".
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Figure 3.6: Pressure at the depths of (a) 75 III and (b) 3100 III for the cases I through III
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(p - p.), for the cases I through III. Contour inte'rval is 0.025 (fe.
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Chapter 4
Deep Pacific circulation controlled
by depth-dependent vertical
diffusivity

This ehapter \I·ill be submitted to Journal of Physieal Oceanography. Coauthors arc H.
Hasumi and :-I. Suginohma.
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Abstract
Deep Pacific circulation is investigated by using an idealized two-basin model.
Depth-dependent vertical diffusivity is employed to control the circulation.
Vertical diffusivity estimated from observations, 0.1 tm 2 S-I and 3.0cm1 S-l, is
adopted for the upper layer and for the deep layer, respectively. Comparison is
made among cases with different profiles of vertical diffusivity at mid-depths.
When vertical diffusivity is set to increase progressively with depth beginning
at the lower thermocline depths, the deep circulation is significantly intensified.
This is due to enhanced heat exchange between the thermocline water and the
deep water through the enhanced diffusion at the lower thermocline depths.
The water below the thermocline is warmed and the water above the thermocline is cooled for the whole basin. The warmed deep water leads to enhanced
deep water formation in the deep water formation region due to excess heat
loss through the sea surface. The cooled upper-layer water leads to excess heat
gain thTough the sea surface, balancing with the excess heat loss in the deep
water formation region. The deep water upwelled to the lower thermocline
depths does not further upwell to the sea surface due to the small upper-layer
vertical diffusivity, but it flows back to the Southern Ocean, slowly upwelling
at the thermocline depths. In this way, the meridional overturning with large
transport forms below the lower thermocline in the Pacific. This circulation
yields tracer distributions that aTe well compared with the observation.
When vertical diffusivity larger than 1.0 tm 2 S-l is taken in the deep layer, a
set of alternating zonal jets, the stacked jets, along the equator is formed by the
effect of vertical diffusion. The speed of the stacked jets is the greatest when
vertical diffusivity increases with depth beginning at the lower thermocline
depths. Thus, it is considered that the stacked jets can be explained as part of
thermohaline circulation.
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4.1

Introduction

Thermohaline circulation is driwn by the distribution of the heat and the fresl1\nlter
flux through the sea surface. It takes the form that high density water formed by cOI1\'ection in the \'ery narrow region upwells in the rest of the ocean to b<llance with dowmnuc!
heat conduction from the sea surface (e.g., Suginohara and Aoki, 1991). Since there occurs no extensin' dense \Y<lter formation that leads to strong thermohaline circulation in
the northern _ orth Pacific, the deep 'Uld the bottom layer of the Pacific ,u'e filled with
Circumpolar Deep Water (COW) from the Southern Ocean, \\'hich is a mixture of '1orth
Atl'Ultic Deep \\'ater ('1AO\\') formed in the northern 'Iorth Atlantic and Antmrtic Bottom \\',\ter (AAB\\') formed in the marginal seas of the Southern Ocean such as tIll' \\"eddell
Sea. CO\\' flows into the Pacific at the bottom, slo\\'I,' ulm'ells, <lnd finally flows back to
the Southern Ocean at mid-depths ("'unsch et aI., 1983). For the nort!1\mrd transport of
CO'\' in the Pacific, \\'unsch et ill. (1983) estimated 12 Sy in the South Pacific from Scorpio datil by using an il1\'erse method, Roemmich et al. (1991) and \\"ijffels et al. (1996)

pointed out that about 10 S\' of CO\\' enters the '1orth Pacific. Ikcently. Roemmich et
al. (1996) and Rudnick (1997) obtained the northward ab,'ssal transport of about 10 Sy
through the S,UllOaIl P,tssage, supporting the abO\'e estimates. There is general agreement
that about 10-20 Sy of CO\\' enters the South Pacific <lud about 10 S\' of it returns to the
Soutlll'rn Ocean at mid-depths. There is also agreement th<lt about 10 S\' of CD\\' nosses
the equator and it returns to the Southern OceaIl as the silicate-rich deep \\'ater (Schmitz,
199:5), This meridional t'irculation pattern in the deep Pacific is often referred to as the
la,'ered c!eep P<lcific meridional circulation (e,g" Obata et a], 1996).
'Iumerical models ha\'e not reproduced the deep Pacific circulation \\'ith such a large
amount of transport when wrticall,' uniform "ertica] diffusiYity bet\\'een 0,3 and 0.:5 cm 2s- 1
is used (e.g., :"iakata and Suginohara, 1998: Hasumi and Suginohara, 1998a), In GFOL
models where depth dependent vertical diffusivity with 0.3cm 2 s- 1 in the upper la.ver and
1.3cm 2 s- 1 in the bottom layer is used (Br,-,ul and Le\\'is, 19/9), inflO\\' of CO\\' into the'
Pacific is not laI'ge, at most 9 Sy for the Indo-Pacific sertor (e,g., England, 1993), Although
there arc some simulations \\'here the realistic ,Ullount of transport is obtained. they all are
artificial: Toggweilcr anc! S<Ullucls (1993) obtained

all

8-Sv inflo\\' of COW into the :"iorth

Pacific, but the.\- artificially increased the formation rate of bottom ,,'ater b,' adopting high

,2
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reference salinity ( 35.0 psu ) in the Weddell Sea and the Ross Sea for the surface restoring
boundary condition: :-1aier-Reimer et al. (1993) obtained a 10-S\' inflow of CD\Y into the
:\orth Pacific in Hmllburg model, but most of it upwells to the sea surface near the equator
because of large numerical diffusion arising from the up-current differencing scheme used
in the tracer equations. The layered deep Pacific meridional circulation is formed in most
of the models.
Care needs to be placed on that a transport estimated from obser\'ation is not the one
obtained

b~'

zonal integration along constant depth surfaces but the one obtained by zonal

integration along constant density smfaces. In the geostrophic tnmsport calculation using
zonal section data, a meridional transport of lI'ater mass for a certain densit.'· range is often
obtained. Thus the zonal gradient of isoplTnal surface is naturall\' taken into account.
On the other hand. the meridional tnulsport stream function usuall\' used in presenting
results of a numerical model is obtained by zonal integration of meridional H'locit\' along
constant depth surfaces. It is necessary to adopt the

densit~· coordinate ,1~

the Iwtical axis

in calculating the meridional trmlsport stremll function to compare modeled trmIsports
\\'ith obserwd estimates (:-ldntosh and :-kDougall, 1996).
It is demonstrated that efl'et!s of lI'ind forcing control intensity of the deep circulation
in the Atlantic (Hasumi and Suginohara. 1998b) mId the mid-depth circulation in the
Pacific (chapter 3: Tsujino and Suginohara, 1998). HOI\,elu, the bottom circulation in the
Atlmltic and the deep circulation in the Pacific are not much affeeled by lI'ind forcing (e.g.,
H,1~umi

and Suginoll<U'<I, 199 b).

The~' ma~'

be

"c1,1~sical"

thermohaline circulation. \dlt're

its intensity strongl\' depends on lutical diffusi\'ity (e.g.. Suginohara ,md Aoki, 1991).
\\'hat is known about wrtical diffusi\'ity? B\' microstruelure measurements, Toole et
al. (1994) and Polhin et al. (1997) obtained the diffusion coefficient of about 0.1 cm 2s- 1
for the interior ocean OIU smooth abyssal plains ,md the diffusion coefficient larger than
10.0 cm 2s- 1 on steeply sloping bound,uies or 0\'C'r rough bottom. Small diapITnal diffusil·it~·
at the thermocline depths is also obtained by tracer-release experiments (e.g., Ledl\'e11 et al..
1993: Ledwell et al.. 1998). Vertical diffusi\'ity is estimated also from distributions of tracers
snch as temperature, salinity, and

4
1

C. :-lunk (1966), prescribing balance betllTen I'ertical

ad\'et!ion ,md I'('['tical diffusion for tracers, obtained the \'alue of 1.3cm 2s- 1 from the lower
th('rmocline to the deep layer. From heat budget calculation for bottom waters in semienclosed basins (Hogg et aI .. 1982). Roemmich et aI. (1996) deduced Iwtical diffusil'ity of
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300.0 C111 2 S- 1 nem' the bottom of the Samoan Passage, and :'Iorris et al. (1991) obtained tlw
basin-awraged \"l'rtical diffusivity of 3.0 cm 2s- 1 for the bottol11 laver of the Bra~il Basin.
In the present study, we intend to reproduce the deep Pacific circulation with the obserwd
amount of transport. Considering that wrtica] dilfusivity increases \yith depth, \\'e clarify
how depth-dependent vertical diffusivity tontrols the deep Pacific l"irculiltion. \'ertical
diffusivity is set to 1)(' 0.lcm 2s- 1 for the upper layer and 3.0cm 2s- 1 for the deep la,'er in
accordance \\'ith the recent estimate from \'ariuus obsel"\·ations. \Ye exmnine how the deep
eirculation is affected by change in diffusivity at mid-dc'pths.
There are a few studies where sensitivity to depth-dependent vertical diffusivity is in\·estigated. Cummins et al. (1990) exmnined difference bet\\'een a constant diffusivit,' case
and a case \\'ith \"l'rtica] dilfusivity inwrsely proportional to Brunt-\'aisiilii frequency (Gargett, 198-1). Cummins (1991) tompmTd results among cases \\'ith different vertical profiles
of \"l'rtical diffusi\'ity below the thermocline. These experiments are performed for a redangular b,tsin in une hemisphere with a single deep \vater source, and change in density
stratification and intensit,' of circulation are discussed: stratification is imprU\"C'Cj in the
deep layer and thermohaline circulation is intensified, when \"l'rtical diffusi\'ity is allO\\"('d
to increase belo\\' the thermocline. Howewr, its n1('chanism is not clarified.
Since the Pacific has no deep \\'ater sonl"('e \\'ithin it but luts multiple deep \vater sources
outside of it, situation for the Pacific may bc' different from a single basin model \\'ith
a single deep water source. \Ye carry out numerical experiments by using a two-basin
model, \\'here the t\\"O basins tol"l"espond to the Atlantic and the Pal"ific. "'ith the use
of hOnal a\'erages of the obsel"\'ed sea-surface temperature and sea-surface salinit,' in each
basin for the surface restoring condition, the

b,t~ic

features of the global thermohaline

l"irculation such as the eleep water formation in the northern \Torth Atl,mtic, the bottom
water formation in the mm'ginal seas of the Southern Ocean, and inflo\\' of CO\\' into the
Pacific can be reproduced (e.g., \Takata and Suginohara, 1998).
This chapter is organi~ed as follo\\'s. Section -1.2 describe' the model and the experimental
design. Section 4.3 shows the results ,md darifies the effects of depth-dependent wrtical
diffusi\'ity on thermohaline circulation. Section -1..J presents discussion and concluding
remarks,

,-1
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4.2

Model

"-e usc the Center for Climate System Ilesearch ocean general circulation model (CCSIlOGC:\!). The

CCSIl-OGC~I is

a multilevel model that solves primitive equations under I he

hydrostatie, the Boussinesq, and the rigid-lid approximation. Except for advee!i\'e traeN
transport seheme, the nnmeriml method is similar to that described by

Br~'an

(1969). \Ye

use a high-accuracy adH'cti\'e traeer transport scheme, l'TOPIA (Leonard et al.. 1993).
L'TOPIA has the third order accuracy that has liltle numerical diffusion and dispersion.
\\'hieh enables us to adopt small vertical diffusivity such
Performance of the

CCSIl-OGC~I with

'"S

0.1 cm 2s- 1 for the UppN l<lyer.

UTOPIA is described by Hasumi and Suginohara

(1998a).
Figure -1.1 illustrates the model ocean, which has two b,"sins with sloping boundary. TIH'
depth in the interior is 3000 m. The Im'ger b,"sin corresponds to the Pacific. The mnal
\\'idth is 90° in longitude, 'Uld the northern boundmy lies at 60°:,\. The IHUTO\\'er basin
extending further north to ,2°:,\ is the Atlantic, and the mnal \ddth is 60°. The t\\-O basins
<In' connected \\'ith a cyclic channel spanning the latitude band bet\\'een 31°S 'Uld 63°S.
The shallo\\' channel \\'ith the depth of 2300 m connecting the eastern South Pacific and the
\\'estern South Atlantic corresponds to the Drake Passage. The bottom

topograph~'

the boundary is smoothed not to induce numerieal contamination such as

nem'

extraordinar~'

l<lrge vertical vdocity, particulm'ly at the Drake Passage sill. \\'e call the regions south of
the :\tlantic and the P<lcific as the \\-eddell Sea 'Uld the Ross Sea, respecti\·el.\·.
Isopycnal diffusion (Cox, 1987) is applied for the tracer equation, "'here the isopycnal
eddy diffusion coefficient and the background horimntal eddy diffusion coefficient arc chosen
to be 1.0 x 10' cm 2 S-l ,md1.0 x 106 Cl11 2 S-l , respectively. The coefficients for the horizontal
and the H'rtical eddy \'iscosity ,u'e 3.0 x 109 cm 2 S-l and 1.0 cm 2 S-I, respectiwl\'. The
horimntal resolution is 3° x 3° 'Uld there me 2 le\'els in the wrtical ,,-ith high resolution
near the sea surface (50 m) and decreased resolution to\nud the bottom (230 m).
The mnal component of the imposed wind stress and the refl'rence temperature and
salinity for the surface restoring b0lll1dm'y condition is shown in Figure -1.2. The mnal ,,-ind
stress is

mnall~'

uniform and h,"s the same meridional dependence for both the Atlantic

and the Pacific. The reference temperature and salinity arc based on mnal averages of the
observed winter sea-surface temperature (SST) mld sea-surface salinity (SSS) of Levitus

4.2

.\fodel
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Tabk 4.1: List of experiments
case I body forcing in the \,"eddell Sea I
I
II
III
I\'
IIInbd

on
on
on
on
off

(1982). Temperature and

salinit~,

lI'ith the damping time of 30

vertical diffusiyit~·
Figure -l.3
Figure 4.3
Figure -l.3
Figure -l.3
same as in the' c,"se III

at the sea surface arc restored to the refereuce ,",llues

da~·s.

:\akata and Sllginohara (1998) pointed out that the presence of the marked density
stratification in the circumpolar region lI'ell below the Drake Passage sill is essential for
reproducing the realistic connection bet\yeen the Atlantic ,md the Pacific. Follm\"ing their
suggestion, :\ewtonian

bod~'

forcing is imposed at the southern end of the \,"eddell Sea at

the depths betM'en :1000 m and 3000 m. The body forcing is made by restoring temperature
and salinity to the observed values in the abyssal layer of the \,"eddell Sea \\'ith the dmnping
time of 10 days. The reference temperature and

salinit~'

m'e T" = -1.3°C and

s·

=

3-l.1 psu, respecti\·ely. O\\'ing to the short damping time, the body forcing is strong enough
to owrcome the intense' diffusion in the deep layer caused by large diffusi\'ity used in the

present study.
\Ye carry out five cases (Tabk -l.1). Vertical profiks of ycrtical diffusiYity for the cases I
through I\' arc shmm in Figure -l.3. The case I is the control ease where \"l'rtical

diffusi\·it~·

is constant 0.3('m 2 s- 1 . \,"ith the fixed vertical diffusiYity, 0.ltm 2 s- 1 for the upper h\~'er
and 3.0 cm 2 S-1 for the deep la~w taken from the obseryational estimate:, cases with different profiks of \'ertical diffusiYitY at mid-depths arc calculated. For the case II, \wtical
difrllsiYity begins to increase with depth around 1500 m. \\'hik for the case III, it begins
to increase around 300 m: diffusi\'ityat mid-depths is larger in the case III than in the case
II. For the case I\', sensitiYity to ycrtical

diffusiYit~,

in the deep layer is exmllined, taking

1.0 cm 2 S-1 for ycrtical diffusi\·it\· beloll' 1000 m. The case IIInbd is to sec cffetti\'eness of
the body forcing in the v\'eddell Sea for reproducing the connection bet\\'een tIl{' Atlantic
and the Pacific.

-~
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The model equations arc integrated for more than 5000 years to obtain a thermally and
dynamically steady state, using Bryan's acceleration mclhod (Bryan 1984). "ote that for
the case III an H\wage

0\'('["

the last -10 years is used for the analysis. as a small amplitude

oseillation \yith -IO-year cyde arises.

4.3
4.3.1

Results
Comparison among the cases with different profiles ofvertical diffusivity

The

wnall~'

integrated meridional transport stremn function in the Atlantie and the

Pacific for the eases I through 1\" is shown in Figure -1..1. A t\w-basin model in the present
study reprodurl's eharaeteristies of meridional circulation in the world oeean sueh as the
deep Atlantie cirel.llation associated with ".-\O\\" formation in the northern "orth Atlantic,
the bottom Atlantie eireulation a'SSoeiated \"ith .-\AB\\· formation in the \\"eddell Sea, and
inflO\\' of CO\\' into the deep Paeifie. Comparison among the eases tells that the bottom
Atlmltie eireulation and the deep Pacifie cireulation in(Tease in intensity for the cases whcre
\"('rtiea] diffusiyit~· of 3.0 em 2 S-I is taken for the decp la~"cr (easc II and ease III), \\'hile
the de('p Atlantic cireulation sho\\'s a small differenee. Trmlsports of the bottom Atlantie
eireulation 'Uld the deep Pacifie cireulation for the ease III arc Im'ger than those for the
ease II, whieh arc well compared with the observational ('stimates. For the ease III. in the
.-\tlmltie. the nortll\nU"C1 transport of A.-\B\\" to the :"orth Atlantic is about 5 S\', \\"hidl is
slightly largcr thml the obsen'ational estimates of about 4 Sy (e.g., :--kCartney and

CUrI)",

1993). In the \\"eddell Sea, the production rate of the bottom water amounts to 15 Sy,
\\'hieh is mueh Im'ger th,UJ th(' obsernltiona] estimates of about 5 S\' (e.g., Fahrbaeh et
al.. 1995). Howewr, it should be noted that Broeeker

C't

al. (1998) reeently estimated

the produetion rate of 15 S\' by mlalping the distributions of ehemical tracers. In the
Paeific, the north\nu'd transport of CO\\" (Tossing the equator, 7 S\·, is comparable with
the obsernltion. But the layered deep meridional ei.rculation scen in Obata

C't

a1. (1996)

tends to disappear, the meridional cireulation becoming a single cell \\'ith the northward
inflo\\' of CO\\" in the deep layer and the south\\'ard return flow to the Southern Oeean at
mid-depths. Part of the return flow that reaches the Southern Oeean seems to join the
upper-Ia.vcr rclurn flo\\" of " AO\\' in the Atlantic, and the rest flo\\'s baek to the nuu'ginal
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seas ,u·ound the Antarctica. Thus, the bottom Atlmltic eirculation and the deep Pacific
circulation arc very sensitive to vertical diffusi,·ity.
It is dearh' seen that trmlsports of both the bottom Atlantic tirculation mld the deep

Pacific eirculation m·e best reproduced for the

t<t~e

III ,,'ith depth-dependent wrtica] dif-

fusivity having about 1.0 cm 2 S-1 at the depths around 1000 m and 3.0 cm 2 S-1 in the deep
laver. For the cases where wrtica]
1000 m (

c,t~es

diffusivit~' h,t~

the ],uge value at the depths around

III and 1\' ), the deep Atlantic circulation <t';soeiated ,,'ith \"AD\\' forma-

tion penetrates to the deeper depths and increases in intensity compared ,,'ith the case
\\'here vertical diffusivity is not lm'ge there (

c,t~e

II ). Intensitv of the circulation is

slightl~'

"-caker for the case III thml for the case 1\'. The insignificant change in intensit," indicates
that

intensit~,

of the deep Atlantic eirculation depends upon a factor other than H'rtica]

c1iffusi,'it.v. That is, as pointed out in Hasumi and Suginohara (1998b), the deep Atlantic
circulation is enhanced by the heating caused b.v the Ekman up"'elling in the Southern
Ocean and its

intensit~,

does not ·tronglv depend on vertical

each case except for the

ca~e

diffusi,'it~,.

In the Paeific for

I, most of the thermodine ,vater up,,'elkd from the deeper

lawr r('(urns to the Southern Ocean without up\H'lling to the sea-surface. The up\\'elling to
the sea surface occurs in the limited region ,,·ith the Ekman up,velling such as the equator
and the subpolar ~Te in the \"orth Paeific, This indicates that the mid-depth thermohaline
eirculation in the Patific is enhanced by ,,'ind forcing as pointed out in Chapter 3 (Tsujino
and Suginohara, 1998).
The wnallv averaged

densit~,

((T:])

in the ,\tlantic ,Uld the Pacific for the cases I through

]\' is shmm in Figure -1.3, The differences in meridional tnUlsport stremll function among
the cases can be explained

b~'

comparing the

densit~·

fields. \Iote that in the Atlantic,

(T:]

=

-11.3 characterizes the lo,,-er limit of \IAD\\', For the case III, because the isopycna] surface
of u:]

= -11.3

is pushed dml'll due to the intense diffusion below 1000 m, \',\0\\' reaches

deeper tll<Ul fur the case II. <lnd the deep circulation assoeiated ,,'ith \TAD\\' formation
occupies the depths as deep <lS 3000 m. The same thing happens for the case 1\', confirming
that the deep ,\tlmltic eirculation is <lffected by the enhanced mixing at mid-depths. In the
Pacific. for the case II, densit." at the depths belm\' 2500 m is cunsiderabl.v homogenized.
Since n'rt ical diffusivity is 3.0 cm 2 S-1 at the depths belmv 2500 m, the homogeneuus butt om
\\'ater fills the depths below 2500

III

withuut further mixing with the upper

la~'er 'V<lter

large heat wnten!. Thus, for the case II. the deep Pacific eireulatiun is nut

with

signific<ultl~'
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intensified because the bottom \\'ater is not warmed.

For the case III, \dwre H'rtical

diffusivit.\· has tIl(' large value at mid-depths, isopycnals are more crowded in the deep
layer. Comparison bet\\'eC!1 the Figure -1.3 and -I,ii tells that the lo\\u thermotliIH' hes ill
the depths where wrtieal

diffusi\'it~, for

the C,15e III begins to increase. Considering that

vertical c1iffusivity ncar the bottom is the same for the cases II and III, import ante of
mixing bet\veen the deep water and the lower thermodine water for reproducing the deep
Pacific circulation is understood. CD\\' is \\'a.rll1ed and upwelled, forming a strong single
meridional cirtulation cell in the Pacific. Details of the effect of the enhanted \'ertic-a1
diffnsi\'ity at mid-depths will be discussed in the next subseelion.
The zonally averaged zonal velocity in the AtIantit and the Pacific for the cases I through
1\' is shown in Figure -1.6. The struelure of the zonal flo\\' docs not much differ mllong the

cases. The speed of the Antarctit Circumpolar Current is greatest for the case III \\'here
the outflow of the bottom water from the Weddell Sea and the Ross Sea is the strongest.
This is explained

b~'

the joint efl'eel of barodinicitv and bottom relief, JEBAR (e,g., 'derty,

and \Yhite, 1992). Differente among the cases can also be seen at the equator: there exists
a set of alternating zonal jets, '-statked jets", along the equator, whose speed in the deep
layer incre,1ses \\'ith diffusiYity in the deep laver and it is the greatest for the case III.
The statked jets in the deep layer at the equator is obserYCd

b~'

Firing (19 9) by diret!

cnrrmt measurements, SUginohm'a and Fuk,1Sa\Y<1 (1988). Suginoh,u'a and Aoki (1991). and
Suginohara et al. (1991) pointed out that the stacked jets may be actounted for as part
of thermohaline circulation. \\'hile \\',Ulg (199.5) argued that the stacked jets reproduced
1)\, SuginoluU'<l and Aoki (1991) arc an ,utifact due to excess

diap~Tnal

diffusion caused by

large horizontal difl·usi\'ity.
Vertical profiles of the terms in the temperature equation at the depths below 1000 m
in the equatorial Pacific for the case III are depicted in Figure -I,T. It is dearly sho\\'n
that the H'rtieal diffusion term plays an important role in the balance, \Yhen H'rtieal
difl'usivity in the deep layer is 0.3 cm 2 S-1, the \utical mldlateral difhlsion terms make the
same contribution to the balance in the temperature equation. However, \\'ith increase of
deep vertical

diffusivit~',

even for the tase 1\', the ycrticai diffusion term comes to

important role in the balance. Thus, Ia.rge \utical diffusiYity in the deep
formation of the stacked jets along the equator.

la~u

pla~'

an

leads to

-l.3.
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T9

Role of enhanced diffusivity at mid-depths

In this subsection, to understand hm\' the enhanced difl"usi\'ity at mid-depths intensifies
the circulation. differences arr taken bet\\'rrn thr case wherr \'rrtical difl"usi\"ity has the
large value at mid-depths and the case whrre vertical difl"usivity is not large there: thr case
III minus the case II (hereafter difl"rrencr III-II),
The hanall)' integratrd ma<;: transport stre,m1 function and hanally a\"eragrd
0":1

drnsit~'

in

for the diflcrrncr III-II arc shown in Figure ,1.8, In thr Atlantic, thr derp circulation

associatrd with )lADW formation is intensified, and the formation rate of bottom water
in the \\'eddell Sea becomes larger. In the Pacific. therr forms an rnh,mcrd mrridional
circulation bdow thr thrrmodinr with a northward inflo\\' of CD\\" in thr drep

la~"('I"

and

a soutll\nud rrturn flow at mid-drpths, \\'ithout up\\'dling to thr sea surface \\'ithin tIl('
Pacific. )lote that the increased portion of )lAD\\" docs not upwell in the Atlantit' but
flo\\"s out to the Southern Ocean bdm\' the depth of the Drake Passage sill: it flows into
the Pacific as CD\\". gains heat \\'hik slmdy uI}\\"elling, and finally returns to the ,-\tlantic
at mid-depths. For density, the water belo\\' the Im\"('r thermodine is \\'armed and the
\rater above the

10'\"('1"

thermocline is cooled except for the northern )lonh Atlantic and

the southern end of the modd ocean, \dl('re the deep and bottom \\'aters arc formed,
The above features arc explained as follows. O\\'ing to the enhanced \'enical diffusi\'ity
at mid-depths, strong mixing between the drep and the lowrr thermodine water occurs.
which kads to the \numer deep \nlter ,md the coldrr thrrmocline water. In thr upper
la~"('I",

n-rtical diffusivity, though it is small, works so that thr entire

upper-Ia~-er

\\'ater is

cooled. The \numer deep \\'aIer leads to the enhancrd deep \\'atN formation due to excess
heat loss in the deep water formation region, The colder upprr-Iaycr water leads to the
enhanced heat gain through the sea surface to balance the excess hrat loss in the deep
\"'\ler formation region. The enhanced \utical heat exchangr at mid-depths causes the
enhanced up\\'elling of the deep water to the lower thermodine, Since \utical difl'usi\"ity is
small abo\'e the lo\\u thermocline, the upwelled deep water docs not further up\\'ell to the
sea surface, but it flows back to the deep water formation region. slowl.\' up\\'elling at the
thermocline depths. Thus, the intmsified circulation bdo\\' thr lo\\u thermoc-line in the
Pacific is maintained.
\'ertical prufilrs of the terms in the temprraturr equation at the depths below 600 m in the
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ccntm] subtropital gyrc of thc :\Torth Pacifit for the- t,"~e-S II and III ,He- de-picte-d in Figure-1.9. At the- shallO\ycr de-pths abow 600 m, all the- te-rms, particularl~' the- horiwntal and
the- wrtical adve-ction te-rm, be-come- large- be-causc the- ,Yind-dri\'e-n circulation is dominant.
At the- depths brloll" 600 m, the bal<U1Ce- between the I'ertital adve-ction and the vertical
diffusion holds for both cases. A m<U'ked diftcrente- tan be- found brlow 1000 m lI"he-re- the
,utita] adwttion and the I"e-rtica] diffusion te-rm become- I'Hge-r for the- case III than the taseII. The e-nhanced \'ertical dift'usivity at mid-de-pths leads to the- e-nham'e-d heat exchange
in the de-ep laye-r as well '"~ at mid-depths.

Thus, the- e-nhanted I'ertital diffusil'ity at

mid-depths intensifie-s the thC'l"mohaline cirtulation brloll" the thC'l"modine- de-pths"

4.3.3

Comparison with observation

In this subsection, we compare the- results in the case III. whe-re the- amount of transport
in the deep Pacifit cirtulation is best reprodute-d, lI"ith the observation.
The- mC'l"idional strC<Ul1 function, lI"hC'l"e- wna] inte-gration has be-en t<UTied out along layers
of const,Ult potcntial de-nsit~" (£1:]). for the case- III is shown in Figure- -1.10. In the- Pacific,
about 11 51' of CD\\" enters the South Pacifit brloll" -11.6£1:]. About -I 5,' of it upll'e-lls in theSouth Pacifit, and the re-st, about 751', flows into thc \forth Pacific. This feature resembles
the circulation pattern for the de-ep Pacilit of Sthmit~ (1993): 10-20 51' of CD\\' e-nters the
South Pacifit <Uld 10 51' of it crosses the e-quatol'. The me-ridional stre-<Ull funttion in Figure-1.-1 ."ie-Ids the- inflow of CD\\" into the South Patifit at the- de-pths bC'tIl'e-en 2500 <Uld 3000
m. This de-pth nUlge corresponds to the drnsity r<Ulge- £1:] 241.5 (Figure 4,5). But, in the
density range 41.5

< £13 < 41.6,

the flow is southward, whith cannot be found in Figll\"('-I.4

for the South Pacifit. Thus, lI'e- should adopt the- density toordinate- as the- lutical axis
lI'he-n model results are compared Iyith obse-!"I"ationa] e-stimate-s. This is import<Ult
whe-n large wrtital diffusi\'ity is take-n for the- de-e-p

la~'e-r:

especiall~"

the strong ,utical mixing tauses

intense- wate-r Illass modifitation, leading to the large- wnal gJ'adie-nt of isopycnals with
respect to the surfate- of tonst,mt de-pth. For the bottom Atlantit cirtulation, 2 5,' of the
bottolll water upwells at the- northern end of the- basin. :'\AD\\" formation there- leads
to the huge- horiwntal gradie-nt of isopytnals, This Ie-ads to the l<u'ge diapytnal dift'usi"eflux taused by horiwntal diffusivity, re-sulting in strong he-ating of A,-\B\\" by :'\AD\\".
This explains why the inflow of AABW into the \forth Atl,mtit is slightly hU'ger th'm the
obse-lyationa] estimate- of about -I 51' (e,g., :'kCmtne-y <Uld

Curr~',

1993).
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A~ S('('II in Figur<:>-I.10, only a ~mall amOllll1 ofth<:> (k('p wat('r b upw('lIl'(l Mnos... U:J

=

11.3

in til(' South Atlantic, while tlu.' uniform up\\"("lJing a("ro~ 'his iwpy('IIMI surf,w(' ()("('u~
in thl' (,ntirC' Padfil-. Th(' upw('lIing a(T~., thi~ iwpycual

S<'<'H

in thp :-\orth Atlantic i.. .

hlrgd.\" OUl' to tlil' diap.YI·IHlI diffusion at 'he' W('SH'TIl bound,lry c.:<l.uS<'d hy th(' hori/untal
diffll~ioll (l'.g., BOllillg(,t al. 1993). Bala.l1l"(, hCI\\·('(.'n thl' \'crtical adn'ttioll and Ihl' \"C'nkal

diffusion in th(' lC'mprfluur(' <'<Illation hold~ bdow Ih(' th('rmodillc for tIl(' Padfil'. whilc'
it du<.'S 1I0t fOT til(' ,-\tlautic.:. This is h('(:auS(' th(' d('('!> drl'ulation assoc.:i;ltro with :\,\D\\·
furlllHlion in til(' 1l0nhrfll \'onh Atlantic i!' a "wind-enhaJlcl'd" Ihrrmoh<.lliul' l"in:ulalioll

(dHipll'r 3: Tsujino ,Iud Sugillohara. 1998) n...; dcmollstrall'd b,\' Ha'Sumi mHJ SUAiuohara
(199 h). wlil'r<' ~AO\\' lIpw<'lls to thr sea slirfal'(' to gain heat onh' in til(' SOllt)l('TIl ()(:rtlll
with Ilu.' Ekl1lan ul>wl'iling, Thi:, Atlantk d<'<'p o\'erturning !>altern is diffeT('!lt from

i.t

T!<l;..,..,i(·,,1" rherillohalinr (·ir<·ulation. whrrr thr \·('Ttic'al ad\'('('rion flnd thr w'rri(·"ll diffusion
art' balall<:l'd fOl' tlil' wholl' hilsin. Part of )iAD\\" Ho\\'s illto the Padfie as CO\\- in the dc'('p
layer alld upwf'lls to Ill(' 10\\Tr thl'nno<.·lim'laYl'r as the dassitallhcrmohaJine drfulatioll.
Tim:,. thilra('t('ri:;ti(~ of the d<'C'p thrrllloh'llilll' drculation in l'8('h basin strongly c!('!>("nd
llpon whl'thl'r IIH'\- are dominatrd b~- a wind-('nh<lI1l'('(1 thrnllohalille l'ir('ulation or not.
Hori/omal "rludt.'- fit'ldl-o at the depth of 2 15 m and'" I'>
in FiA:ul"l' ·1.11. At 28T,)

III

III

for tlu' ('a.')(' III .In' hhowu

in '!ll' Padfit. thl'fl' exi~ls thl' wuthward flow fumiuuillp; ffOIll

tht' \'onh Padfit to the Somhe'rn Ocean. It form:') Ih(' \\'('8tt'111 hOllUdllT,\- currellt in lht,
:\orlll Pa('ifie and dl'ti.u'hes from tlil' w('StCrIl boundan' at the luw-laliludl' South Padfk.
Thi." ~uth\\'ard fluw l'orr~pouds to thr low('r part of the mid-deplh sollthward flow that

hring.-. ,h(' silit(\te-rith d{'('» water from thl' :\orth Pm'ifk to thr South Paeifk (\rllll:;dl el
al.. 1903) ..-\.:; ~('('n at -187'>

Ill.

tht, boltom wawr is formed mainly

ill

thl' \\'('ddl'il Sl"L <md

it f10\\'1') inlu the 1\\·0 basins. In the bottom layer. along Ihe weSf('rn bOllUd'll"y. thl' Ho\\· is
nonhwnTd and it ('ol1ur<:ts to fhe' rrlati\·rly strong riLStward jt'ts along tht' ('C1UiHOr. whieh
fonn:; thr 10wC'St pan of tbr slilek('(! j('ts.
ZOIl<l1 S('ctiom; of Itl<.'ridional n'lodl.\' aloug 30°5. 18°5. alld 6°S an' ~liown ill Figure'
1.12, III flit' <1t'('P la.ver of tlil' Pal'ifk. theTe ('Xi5tS th(' slrong northward whtrnl houndar,\'
(·urrPill. This l'urr('1ll mrr(':,poucb 10 l!l(' inHow of CD\\'. which T<'M'lllbll's \rarreu's (1973)
oh-..c:'rnltion in both depth and Sl Tutl ure..Ju~l aboW' and to the e&l of thr northward flow.
tll('l'l' rxists thr southward How. Th(' ('orr of the southward flow lit'S aTound thl' drpth of
1000

111.

whith is :-ihallow('T than \\'\1nsth et al.·s (1983) <:'5timate of around 1.>D0 m.
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Zonall\ an-raged salinit\ in the Pacific is shown ill Figure ,U3 along with that for
climatology of Le\'itus (1982). The case III yields the salinit,' distribution ill the Pacific
that are well compared with the observed: the salinity minima at the intermediate depths in
the northern and the southern hemisphere and the deep salinity m,Lximum in the soutll('rn
hemisphere. The deep salinity nHLximum in the southern hemisphere indicates that the high
salin it.', \\·ater originating from :"IAD\\"

f10\\'S

into til(' Pacific as CD\\", i.e., the eonll('ction

bet\\'('('n the Atlantic and the Pacific deep water through the Southern Ocean is realisticaJ]\,
established. Part of :"IAD\"" that flows into the Southern Ocean from the Atlantic below
the Drake Passage sill depth is well mixed with AABW by the enhanced \'('rticaJ diffusion
in the Southern Ocean to form a single deep \\'ater mass with high salinit,' signal on its
top.

4.3.4

On the importance of body forcing

Here, efl'erti\'('ness of the body forcing in the \\"eddell Sea fur the present model is eXiU11ined b\ eompm'ing the cases \\'ith and without the bod\ forcing. The meridional circulation,
wnall\ a\"C'raged densit\, and wnall.\' awraged wnal \'eloe-it,' in the Atlantic and the Pacific
for the case IIInbd is sho\\'n in Figure

~.H.

It seems that there is almost no difference.

Hm\,e\·er. horiwntal n-locity fields in Figure -1.15 shm\' that the Pacific bottom \\'ater comes
from the Ross Sea and that the south\\'ard

f10\\'

in the Pacific at 2875 m becomes \\·eaker.

The deep Pacific is less stratified for the case IIInbd (compm'e Figure -1.1-1 \\'ith Figure
-1.5). This is because the AA,B\\", \\'hith should be confined to the bottom layer, becomes
a relatively thitk homogeneous \\"<Iter in the deep la.ver. It is eon firmed that as pointed
out b,' :\akata and Suginohara (1998), the presence of the mm'ked densit,' stratification in
the circumpolm' region well belo\\' the Drake Passage sill is esseutial for reproducing the
realistic connection bct\\'een the Atlmltit ,md the Pacific deep circulation.

4.4

Discussion and Concluding remarks

In this chapter, the deep Pacific circulation is il1\'estigated b.\' using <ill idealized twobasin mode!. Depth-dependent \"C'rtical diffusivity is emplo.ved to control the circulation.
\'ertital diff'usivity estimated from the observations is adopted, i.e., 0.1 cm 2 S-I for the
upper la,·er ,md 3.0cm 2 s- 1 for the deep layer. Compa.rison is made <illlong the cases \\'ith

-1.-1. Discussion and Concluding renl<lrks
difl"erent profiles of vertical difl"usivity at mid-depths, where the \'alue of vertical diffusi\'ity
is not well known. When vertical difl"usivity is set to in("l"ease with depth beginning at the
IO\\"('\" thrrmocline depths, the deep Pacific circulation is

significantl~'

intensified \\'ith the

enhanced deep and bottom \\'ater formation both in the northern \"orth Atlantic and the
\reddell Sea. This circulation yirlds tracer distributions that are wel! compared with the
observation, Intensifinrtion of the deep Pacific circulation does not OlTur for the cases where
\'ertica.! diffusi\'ity is set to in("l"ease \\'ith depth beginning in the deep

la~"('\"

and where it is

taken large at the lower thermocline depths but is not increase brlo\\' that depths. Thus.
it is found that to realistically reprodllce the deep Pacific circulation, vertical diffusi\'itv
needs to be depth-dependent and it needs to take the large \'alue of l.Oe-m 2 S-I at the lower
thrrmocline depths and the larger mlue of 3.0e-!ll2 S-1 in the deep la~"('\",
In the deep layer of the Southern Ocean, \TAO\\" and AABW are \\'ell mixed to form
a Sillglr water mass of COW due to the enhanced vertical difl"llsion in the deep la\'er.
CO\\' that flo\\'s into the deep Pacific upwells to the 100\"('r thermocline lav"('\" due to the
enhanced heat exchange \vith the thermocline \vater through the enhane-cd difl"usion at till'
lower thermoclilll' depths. The \\'ater brlow the thermocline is warmed and the

llpper-Ia~'er

water is l"Oolrd for the \\'holr basin. The \nrrmed deep \\'ater Irads to the enhanced deep
water formation in the deep \\'ater formation region due to extess heat loss through the sea
surface. The coolrd upper la.\'er ,\',Her Irads to excess heat gain through the sea surfate,
balancing with the excess heat loss in the deep ,,'ater formation region. The up,,'('lled deep
water in the lo,,'('r thermocline does not further up,,'('ll to the sea surface due to the small
upper-Ia~"('\"

n'rtie-a.! diffusi,-ity, but it flO\vs batk to the Southern Ocean,

slO\d~'

IIp,,'elling

at the thermocline depths. In this "AV, the meridional owrturning ,,-ith larger transport

forms below the lower thermocline in the Pacifit. This mechanism c<U"ries on'r to the results
of Cummins' (1991) experiments "'hrre a ree-tangrl!,u' basin in one hemisphere "'ith a singlr
dcep ,ntler SOUlTe is l"Onsidered. Thus, the deep Pacific circulation is considered to be
the classical thet"lllohaline circlllation where its strength is strongly dependent on "cr!ital
difl"ush'it.v. This makcs a rl'markable contrast to the dcep Atlantic circulation associated
"'ith \"AO\\" formation. ,,'hith is the \Yind-cnhanccd thcrmohalinc cire-ulation (chapter 3:
Tsujino and Suginoluua. 1998) as demonstrated

b~'

Hasumi and Suginohara (l998b).

The production rate of AAB\\" in the \\'cddel! Sea is 15 S,' in the present modd. which
seems to conflict ,vith thc previous cstimates of Irss than 5 Sv (e.g.. Fahrbach et aI., 1993),
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10.1

In the preHent thesis, thermohaline circulation in the Pacific Ocean

IHt~

brrn ill\"estigated

by carrying out process-oriented studies using numerical modrls, Problems in the upper
layer, mid-drpths, and deep layer in the Pacific <D'e taken up, i,e" thr \\'ay thermohaline
circulation appears in the upper layer, effects of \\'ind forcing on thermohalinr circulation
at mid-depths, ,md the role of depth-dependent vertical

diffusi\'it~·

in controlling th(' drrp

Pacific circulation,
First, thermohaline effrcts on the upper layer circulation of the \Torth Pacific han' bren
investigated, The Pacific circulation north of 30°5 is driven by Il"ind forcing, thermohaline
forcing at the sea surface, and \Telytonian body forcing at the southern end of thr modrl
domain, Four cases with different sea surface forcing arc carried out: the constant sea surface r('[errncr

drnsit~,

with and without wind stress and the obserwd sea surface refrrence

density distribution \I"ith and without wind strrss, By comparing the cases, the roles of
each dril'ing agent on the establishment of the \Torth Pacific eirculation arc understood.
The thermohaline forcing at thr sra surfacr rnhal1ces the subsurface south\\,<U'(! flo\\', which
is the upper part of the layered deep Pacific meridional c-irc-ulation, This flo\\' suffers distortion but docs not disappear. el'en whrn \I"ind fOlTing is imposed, It follo\\'s the eastern and
the southern perimeter of the subtropical gyre, brcoming the southward \\'('stern boundary
undercurrent at lOll' latitudes, The noss-gyre soutlm'ard \\'estern

boundaI'~'

undercurrent

to the tropics indicated in the obserwd distribution of "orth Pacific- Intermediate \\'ater
("PI\\,) (e,g..

Talle~',

1993) is due to the thermohaline effect. Thus it is found that at the

upper thN\llodine drpths in the subtropical and tropical regions the flo\\'s in the pole\\'ard
and westward region arc wind driven, but those in the rquatorward and east\\'ard region are
thermohaline, The behavior of Antarctic Intrrmediate \\'atrr (AAI\\') in the low-latitude
South Pacific and Atlantic- mal" be accounted for in the same \\'ay as that of "PI\\',
Secondly, to darify effects of wind forcing on thermohaline circulation at mid-depths, a
medHUlism \\'hich provides a connection bet\\'Crn \\'ind forcing and thermohaline circulation
haH been explored, A rect'Ulgular ocean which extends
hemispheres is dril'en

b~'

0\'('1'

the northern and southern

differential heating ,md wind stress at the sea surface,

The

differential heating is so distributed that the derp \\'ater is formed at the southern end of
the modrl ocean, The \\'ind stress is so distributed that there are thrre \\'ind-dri\'('n gyres in
the northern hemisphere, aIrd it is not imposed in the southern hemisphere, Comparison
is made bet\\'een the eases with and \\'ithout the wind stress,

\"hen the \\'ind forcing
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intensit~,.

is imposed, th{' basin-srale meridional tirrulation in{Teases in
the enh,tnred surfare heating in the rydonit wind-driwn

~Te

This is due to

\\'ith the Ekman up\\'elling

and the acwmpanving enhanred surfare rooling in the deep water formation region. In
the rydonic wind-driven gyre, the EknuUl upwelling brings up the thermodine to th{'
subsmface depths to euluUlre the surfare heating and also the d0'\"l1\yard heat conduction
from the sea surface to the deep la~'er, \\'hich leads to \ntrmiug of the deep water. Thus, the
euhanred surface heating in the cydonic gyre is balanced with the mhanced surface cooling
in the deep wa({'r formation region due to the warmed deep water. In this way, the wind
forcing enluUlces a thermohaline tirculation, a wind-enlHUlced thermohaline tirrulation,
\\'hich ronnects the deep \\·ater formation region to the cydonic \\'ind-dri\'en

~Te

\yith the

Ekman upwelling. In fact, a \\'ind-enhanced thermohaline tirculation ("<tn be seen both in
the Patific <Uld the Atlantic. For the Pacific. the

buo.vanc~' flux

through the sea surface for

the ULqeS with and without wind forcing in the \Tonh Patific model of chapter 2 is depicted
in Fig. 3.1. In the case with wind forting.

buoyanc~'

is given to the orean through the sea

surface at high latitudes. There is a large

buoyanc~'

input to the orean in the equatorial

region, \\'here the \yind-dri\'eu up\\'elling also exists, P<u't of the

buo~'an{"\"

gain is used

to rompensate the buoyancy loss in the subtropical gyre, <Uld the rest is used to enhance
the uppn part of the layered thermohaline tirculation in the Pacific. For the Atlantic.
difference of the surface heat flux bet\\"een cases \\'ith <Uld \\'ithout \\'ind forting

OWl'

the

Southern Ocean in the \\'orld oce,tn circulation model of Hasumi and SuginoluU"a (1998) is
sho\\'n in Fig. 3.2, \\"ind forcing oyer the Southern Ocean intensifies both surface heating
in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Oce<U1 and surface cooling in the northern \Torth
Atl<Ultit. Thus, the wind forting

OWl'

the Southern Ocean mluUlces the deep thermohaline

cirrulation in the Atlantic assotiated \\'ith the formation of \'AD\\".
Finally. the deep Pacific tirculation has been inH'stigated in <Ul idmli7,ed t\\'o-basin model.
D{'pth-depl'n{lent vertical diffusivity is employed to control the circulation. Vertical diffusivit~' estimated from observation is adopted for tIl{' upper layer (0.1 cm 2 S-I: e.g., Le{hn'lI

ct aI., 1993) and for th{' deep layer (3.0cm 2 s- L e,g.. :-'lorris e( aL 1997). Comparison is

mad{' among the rases \\'ith different \wtical profiles of \"{'rtical
\\'here the mlue of \"{'[tical

diffusivit~·

diffusivit~,

at mid-depths,

is not \yell known, \\'hen vertical diffusivity is set to

increase with depth beginning at the lower thermodine depths, the deep Patifir cirrulation
is signifiuultly intensified with the mh'Ulred deep and bottom \\'ater formation both in
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the northern :"iorth Atlantit and the \\"eddell Sea, This is due to enhanted heat eXthmlp;<'
betl\"('en the lower thermo<:line water and the deep lI'ater through the ('I1hanted diffusion at
the lower thermo<:line depths, The water below the thermo<:line is Iqumed and the Upp<'r
la~"Cr

Iquer is cooled for the lI'hole basin, The wm'med deep water leads to the enhanted

deep water formation in the deep water formation region due to the extess heat loss through
the sea surfate, The tooled upper layer lI'ater leads to the extes.<; heat gain through the sea
surfate, balanting Il'ith the extess heat loss in the deep water formation region, The de('p
water up"'dled to the 10ll'er therIno<:line depths docs not further upll'ell to the sea surfat('
due to the small upper-la\'er ycrtital
sloll'I~·

diffusivit~'

but it flows back to the Southern Otean

upwelling at the thermo<:line depths, In this lI'av, the meridional overturning Il'ith

lmge transport forms belOll' the 10llw thermo<:line in the Patifit, This tirtulation yields
trater distributions that arc

11'('11

compared lI'ith the observation, Intensifitation of the deep

Patifit tirtulation docs not ottur for the tases where ycrtital

diffusiYit~·

is set to increase

Il'ith depth beginning in the deep layer and lI'here it is taken large at the 100l'er thermo<:line
depths but is not in(Te,L<;e belOlI' that depths, Thus, it is found that to realistitall,v reprodute the deep Patifit tirtulation, Yertil'al diffusiYity needs to be depth-dependent. the I,u'ge
value of 1.0 tm 2 S-I at the lower therInotline depths and the larger I'alue of 3,0 tm 2 S-1 in
the deep lay('r. The deep Patifit tirtulation is considered to be the <:lassital thermohaline
tirtulation lI'here its strength is

strongl~'

dependent on YCrtital

diffusil'it~"

This makes a

remarkabk tontrast to the deep Atlmltit tirtulation ,L<;sotiated lI'ith 'iAD\\' formation,
lI'hith is the lI'ind-('I1IHUlted thermohaline tirtulation (thapter 3: Tsujino and Suginohara,
1998) as demonstrated bl' Hasumi and Sugillohara (199 ),

\\'hen yertital diffusivity larger than 1.0tm2 S-1 is taken in the deep Ia,\'(' I' , a s<'t of
alternating zonal jets, the statked jets, along the equator is formed bl' the effect of \'{'rtital
diffusion, The speed of the statked jets is the greatest lI'hen Iwtital

diffusiYit~'

il1lTe,L<;l'S

Il'ith depth beginning at the lower thermo<:line depths, Sinte retent obsernltions shOll' that
I'('rtital diffusiYity in the

bottomla~'er is

large (e,g.. Toole et a1. 199-1: Poll-inet al .. 1997),

it is tonsidered that the statked jets tan be explained as part of thermohaline tirtulation
(Sllginohara and FukasHlnl, 1988: Suginohara and Aoki, 1991),
The thermohaline tirtulation in the Patifit has not been extensiycly il1l'estigated as the
Patifit is thl' terminal of the global tom'eyer belt tirtulation (Broetker, 1983: Gordon,
1986), nothing but the plate lI'here deep water is sloll'll' upll'elling, HOII'elu, in the present
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thesis, it is shown that the thermohaline circulation in the Pacific has various aspects and
deserves more attention, It is important to take into account thermohaline effects to lInderstand behavior of \Torth Pacific Intermediate \\'ater and Antarctic Intermediate \Yater.
The mid-depth thermohaline circulation is enhanced by wind forcing, forming a meridional
circulation connecting the Southern Ocean and the subpolar gyre in tIll' "Iorth Pacific, The
deep circulation in the Pacific is strongly controlled by depth-dq)('ndent \'ertical diffusi\'ity,
which evokes mgmt lIeed for thorough undC'l'standing of vertical diffusi\'ity, Also ,Ul exact
estimation of the formation rate of Atlantic Bottom \\'ater in the Weddell Sea and other
marginal seas ,U'Olllld the Antarctica is needed,
In future, in order to understand the behavior of intermediate water masses such as
\TPIW, the mol'(' exact reproduction of the upper layer circulation for the "Iorth Pacific
is essential: the t'ffects of sea ice formation in the Okhotsk Sea, the water mass exchange
through the h:uril Islands. the separation of the h:uroshio, 'Uld the mixing due to mesoscale
eddies should 1)(' represellted in the mode!. For the understanding of deep Pacific circulation, more extensive studies that can yield spatial distribution of vertical diffusi\'ity and
the formation rate of bottom water in the marginal seas of the Southern Ocean are strongh'
reCjllired,

RcferellC<'S
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Figure- 3.1: Zonally <l\-e-rage-d bUOy,UlC)' flux through the se-a surface- for the- case-s with and
without wind forcing in the- \Torth Pacific modC'! of chapte-r 2. The- unit of the- ordinate is
ero· s-'. The positi\"e- ndues indicate- buoya.l1t·~· gain by the oce,Ul (i.e., ocean is heate-c! b.,·
the atmosphere).
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Figure 0.2: Annual mean surface heat flux anomaly mused by wind stress O\·er til(' Southern
OCt',UI ('·dfec!" of\\"ind stress over the Sout!l('IJ] Ocean on heat flux through the sea surface)
obtained by Hasumi and Suginohma (1998). Each box shows heat absorbed by the oce,lil
in the latitudinal band indicated by the width of the box. Figure is taken from Hasumi
and Suginoh,U"<1 (1998).

